Everything for the valve
industry except valves
and actuators
For more than 25 years, engineers have
relied on Valvekits capabilities and
experience to design, manufacture and
deliver valve adaptation and accessory
solutions in every liquid, power and
gas handling environment.

Valvekits products include mounting kits
manufactured in accordance with their BSI
ISO 9001:2008 certification, extension stems,
locking devices, worm gears, bevel gears,
accessory mounting brackets, linkages, panels,
positioners and solenoids.
Manufactured to customers’ specifications
in a large range of materials, all designs
are produced in-house by a highly trained
design team and supported worldwide by the
resourses of the Rotork flow control group.
The latest machinery is used whilst a
continuous investment plan keeps the company
at the forefront of technology.

Valvekits - the market leader, see our dedicated website at: www.valvekits.co.uk
www.rotork.com
Redefining Flow Control
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BVAA® and VALVEuser® are registered
trademarks.

DISCLAIMER

The publishers endeavour to ensure the
accuracy of the contents of VALVEuser.
However, the publishers do not warrant
the accuracy and completeness of
the material in VALVEuser and cannot
accept responsibility for any error and
subsequent claims made by any third
parties. The contents of VALVEuser
should not be construed as professional
advice and the publishers disclaim liability
for any loss, howsoever caused, arising
directly or indirectly from reliance on the
information in VALVEuser.

COPYRIGHT

All rights reserved. All material (including
without limitation photographs) in
VALVEuser, unless clearly indicated to
the contrary, may not be reproduced
in any format and in any circumstances
without the prior written consent of the
publishers.
Editor: Rob Bartlett FIAM
rob@bvaa.org.uk

BVAA Ltd

9 Manor Park, Banbury
Oxon. OX16 3TB (UK)
Tel: (0)1295 221270
Fax: (0)1295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
Web: www.bvaa.org.uk
VALVEuser® is a controlled circulation
magazine, free of charge to genuine users
of valves, actuators and related products
and at the discretion of BVAA Ltd.

Did you know?
That you can follow BVAA on
Twitter @theBVAA or join the
Valve User Forum on Linked In.

“Everyone is entitled to his own
opinion, but not to his own facts.”
This delightfully subtle quote is one
of my favourites, and was uttered by
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, a US politician
who came from humble beginnings, and
rose to become the Senator from New
York, holding some extraordinary posts
– and opinions - along the way.
During my youth, Moynihan was
an occasional face on TV as part of
the US administration, and caused
considerable controversy with some
of his comments and policies, and
on at least one occasion striking an
opponent in the Senate! Even the
articulate and eloquent can eventually
resort to the ultimate negotiation
tactic it seems. He did however leave
the world with his memorable quote.

by BVAA Director, Rob Bartlett

Too often these days’ folk confuse their opinions with facts, and
alarmingly assert the former is the latter despite the evidence, or
indeed the lack of it.
Working as I have with, or in, trade associations for 25 years, I confess
the co-operative and collaborative approach we encourage does on
occasion give a platform for the fact-averse, but in my experience, the
facts do eventually come out.
As a youngster my senior school Science project was ‘Oil & Gas.’ My
Science teacher at the time was, as befitted his status, routinely clothed
in a jacket with leather elbow-patches and a CND badge, shod in Hush
Puppies, had hair more conducive to a folk festival and a beard birds
could nest in! I suspect his politics were a little left of Karl Marx. I
remember him well for forcing a change in my final paper to say that
fossil fuels would ‘very quickly run out.’ I remember being rather miffed
as my research suggested that they were of course a finite resource,
and would run out eventually, but not in my lifetime.
It is with some very personal satisfaction therefore that I have listened
to the very encouraging comments from economists like Dr Michael
Economides, and more recently the speakers at the NOF Conference
(see page 11), who declare that the world has many, many decades of
reserves left - possibly even hundreds of years. Yes, the ingenuity of
man is needed to extract these resources, and new methods are needed
for the HPHT reserves, shale gas, fire ice and so forth. Nevertheless Oil
& Gas is seeing resurgence due to a combination of demand, sensible
tax breaks and most importantly, technology.
It is in the technology area that BVAA members are so well equipped –
and that IS a fact!

Cover: Parker Hannifin’s API compliant process to instrument valves for
wellhead applications.
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World Class Valve Training Courses

Introduction to Valves
Monday, 17th June 2013
Banbury, £360+vat
Introduction to Valve Actuators
Tuesday, 18th June 2013
Banbury, £360+vat
Control Valves
Wednesday, 19th June 2013
Banbury, £360+vat
Safety Valves
Thursday, 20th June 2013
Banbury, £360+vat

Safety Integrity Levels (SILs)
Friday, 21st June 2013
Banbury, £360+vat
Managing Commercial Risk
Monday, 24th June 2013
Banbury, £450+vat
PED & ATEX Directives
Tuesday, 25th June 2013
Banbury, £360+vat
Fluid Sealing
Wednesday, 26th June 2013
Banbury, £360+vat

Monday, 24th June 2013
£395 +VAT for members, £450 + VAT for non-members

For full details on each course, visit www.bvaa.org.uk/training_courses.asp
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Fax Back
01295 268965

BOOKING FORM

BVAA Training Courses – June 2013
Please complete the form and return to Karen Webb.
All training courses are one day duration.

For full details on each course, visit www.bvaa.org.uk/training_courses.asp

• Introduction to Valves: Members – £240.00, non-members – £360.00 – Monday, 17th June
• Introduction to Valve Actuators: Members – £240.00, non-members – £360.00 – Tuesday, 18th June
• Control Valves: Members – £240.00, non-members – £360.00 – Wednesday, 19th June
• Safety Valves: Members – £240.00, non-members – £360.00 – Thursday, 20th June
• Safety Integrity Levels (SILs): Members – £240.00, non-members – £360.00 – Friday, 21st June
• Managing Commercial Risk: Members – £395.00, non-members – £450.00 – Monday, 24th June
• PED & ATEX Directives: Members – £240.00, non-members – £360.00 – Tuesday, 25th June
• Fluid Sealing: Members – £240.00, non-members – £360.00 – Wednesday, 26th June

Delegate Name:

Course Required:

Email:

Company Name:
Add ress:

Contact Name:

Contact No:

Email:
Payment Method

(please tick)

Cheque (enc)

Credit Card

Name on Card:
Total Amount:
Card No:
Expiry Date:

Maestro Issue No:

Signature:

3 Digit Security Code:

Card Type:

(Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Visa Electron/Solo)
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ASCO Numatics. Experts providing
engineered actuator control systems
for any puzzle you can throw at us.

Backed by our extensive experience in developing the
world’s leading range of solenoid valves, our skilled
engineers can design tailor-made actuator control
systems, suitable for even the most challenging
conditions. Systems can be designed to include
SIL certified products and redundancy, and all
use the industry-proven instrumentation range.
Next time you need a reliable system to withstand
extreme conditions, call 01695 713600, e-mail
enquiries.asconumatics.uk@emerson.com or
visit our process site at www.asconumatics.co.uk

The Emerson logo is a trademark and a service mark of Emerson Electric Co. The ASCO logo
is a registered trademark of ASCO Valve Inc. © 2012 ASCO. All rights reserved.
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News
Hinkley Point C Approved
renaissance in earnest. Once operational, Hinkley
Point C will generate enough reliable and low carbon
electricity to power five million homes for 60 years.”
Keith Parker continued: “During construction, nuclear
new build will be a major engine for economic growth.
The whole of the UK will benefit from the creation of
thousands of new jobs, as well as a strong industrial
skills base and supply chain that will put the UK at the
forefront of the global nuclear renaissance.”
Photo: EDF Energy
NIA’s Keith Parker

Planning consent to build a new nuclear power plant
at Hinkley Point C in Somerset has recently been
granted by the Secretary of State for Energy and
Climate Change, Edward Davey MP.
This is the first major infrastructure project of
national significance decided under the new planning
arrangements and marks a pivotal step forward in the
UK’s nuclear new build programme.
Welcoming the decision, Nuclear Industry Association
Chief Executive Keith Parker said: “This is a major
milestone in a long road towards securing our clean
energy future. Today’s decision represents one of the
final hurdles to building the first new nuclear power
station in the UK for almost two decades. It is also the
first test of the new planning regime. This shovel ready
project is on the brink of kick starting the nuclear

The Secretary of State’s decision follows a three year
consultation by EDF Energy with local communities,
involving 100 public meetings and 33,000 comments,
in addition to a six month examination by the
Independent Planning Inspectorate.
Hinkley Point C will be the first new nuclear station to
be built since Sizewell B in 1995, and the first to have
a Funded Decommissioning Programme, requiring the
operator of a new nuclear plant to meet the full costs
of decommissioning and its share of waste disposal.
For more information please visit www.edfenergy.com
The Nuclear Industry Association (NIA) is the trade association
and representative voice of Britain’s civil nuclear industry. It
represents more than 270 companies including the operators of
the nuclear power stations, those engaged in decommissioning,
waste management, nuclear liabilities management and
all aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear equipment
suppliers, engineering and construction firms, nuclear research
organisations, and legal, financial and consultancy companies.
See www.niauk.org

BVAA’s New Functional Safety Guideline
BVAA has recently announced a new Guideline on BS EN 61508 – the Functional
Safety standard associated with Safety Integrity Levels (SILs).
BVAA has been running a SILs course for some years. However it can be a very
complicated subject, as course students will vouchsafe! BVAA therefore recently
commissioned our SILs Course lecturer P R Smith to prepare a brief guideline on
the underpinning standard, BS EN 61508.
This is available in PDF format only, distributed by email, at a price of £15.
Contact enquiry@bvaa.org.uk for your copy.
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Date and Venue Announced
for BVAA AGM 2013
The Date and Venue of BVAA’s AGM, MiniConference and Dinner Dance has been announced.
The traditionally popular event will be held at the
spectacular Rockliffe Hall Hotel in Darlington, on
Friday 29th November 2013. Bookings are now
being taken, see www.bvaa.org.uk/events
The style of the 2012 AGM, where the day
commenced with a mini conference, was very well
received and we are delighted to report that this
year’s AGM will follow the same format. We will
announce the speaker’s programme in issue 26 of
Valve User however members can rest assured that
the calibre will match up to the high standard set
by Alan Beaulieu of the Institute for Trend Research
last year.
As with previous years, after the formalities of
the BVAA AGM and related business, the day will

conclude for members and their partners with a
champagne reception, fine wines and dining and of
course the very best cabaret.
As ever we are extremely grateful to our AGM
Sponsors, whose generosity ensures that the BVAA
AGM continues to be a great success.

BVAA In-house Training
of some new courses for BVAA, and Peter Churm
recently delivered a one-day ‘combined’ Valves and
Actuators course for Control Valve Solutions (CVS) of
Portlethen, Aberdeen.

“Full of information and
very useful for a beginner
– very well presented.”
BVAA’s Peter Churm delivering Valve & Actuator Training at
CVS, Portlethen

It’s been a busy winter for the BVAA Training
department! Just before Christmas we entertained the
HSE’s COMAH team once again, and we saw record
attendances at the March 2013 Training Fortnight,
with a number of our traditional courses completely
sold out.
There was also a surge in demand for Training Courses
delivered ‘in-house’, with several members taking
Training courses on the Pressure Equipment Directive,
ATEX, etc.
BVAA technical stalwarts Peter Churm and Martin
Greenhalgh have also been working on the development

BVAA received very good feedback from CVS
delegates, including: • “Excellent – very informative” and
• “Full of information and very useful for a beginner
– very well presented.”
CVS MD Mick Beavers commented, “It was a very
worthwhile exercise. I thought it was well organised
and well thought out.” BVAA’s Member Services
Manager Karen Webb added, “There is a wealth of
knowledge and experience within the BVAA and we
are delighted to be able to facilitate the imparting of
this to the next generation.”
If your staff could benefit from BVAA Training, contact
karen@bvaa.org.uk or for scheduled courses held at
BVAA HQ, see www.bvaa.org.uk/training
SUMMER 2013
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BVAA Introduces

Jimmy Phillips
BVAA are delighted to announce the arrival of our new
Marketing & Communications Manager, Jimmy Phillips.
Jimmy has a BA (Hons) and a MBA and is already an
experienced MarComms specialist, previously having
several senior positions within the Rhead Group.

BVAA’s new Marketing & Communications Manager,
Jimmy Phillips

BVAA Director Rob Bartlett commented, ‘BVAA has
seen tremendous and sustained growth in terms of
membership and services over the last nine years, and
the time is now right for us to expand the management
team with a true MarComms specialist.’

services the Association offers members and their
customers. I am particularly looking forward to my
involvement with Valve User.’

Jimmy added, ‘My main aim will be to assist members
in fostering excellent business opportunities and
networks, but I also look forward to assisting Rob,
Karen and the team in taking forward the many

Jimmy will be attending many BVAA functions and
exhibitions in the coming months, so please do come
along and introduce yourselves. Alternatively he can
be contacted at jimmy@bvaa.org.uk

Networking that leads
to real business
A reminder that BVAA has formed a Business
Development Partnership with NOF Energy, a
business development organisation with a network
of members that supplies oil, gas, nuclear and
offshore renewable sectors.

can access the heavily discounted rate normally only
available to companies in the NOF Energy network.
The reduced rate of £49.50 + VAT per place instead
of £95 + VAT can be accessed by selecting the
BVAA member ticket type.

The partnership, spearheaded by the BVAA Steering
Committee aims to increase the visibility of BVAA
members, generate new connections and business
opportunities.

A significant amount of new business has been
generated via NOF Energy events, do you want a
share? Then come along and see for yourself how
they do things.

NOF Energy organises and hosts a programme of
well attended events which include Networking
Lunches, International Business Visits and
Conferences to name just a few. BVAA members

10
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For more information visit
www.nofenergy.co.uk/events

BVAA at
NOF Energy
Conference
‘Decades of Opportunity’ - Industry
experts provide sector outlook and
highlight some landmark future projects
Delegates who attended NOF’s national conference
and exhibition were privy to insight provided
by industry leaders on the future of the energy
industry. The huge audience, which included the
BVAA and a number of our members, heard from
EC Harris that while the world’s energy mix is
expected to change over the coming decades - oil
and gas will continue to play a key role. Indeed, as
far in the future as 2050 oil is expected to remain
the world’s number one energy source with gas
overtaking coal into second place.
While these traditional energy sources will remain
integral to the energy mix, it is expected that both
nuclear and off-shore wind will increase their
share of the mix also. It was therefore of great
interest to hear from both Jacobs and Siemens on
opportunities for the UK supply chain in Nuclear

A scene from NOF Energy’s very successful
Conference and Exhibition

and Wind respectively. Engaging the UK supply
chain was a key theme of the conference, as was
technology - it was fascinating to hear from Total
on the new technologies that have prolonged the
maturity of the UKCS and opened up new markets.
New technologies such as the ones discussed at
the conference are expected to enable several
more ‘decades of opportunity.’
As well as the key note speeches the exhibition
provided a good chance to engage with potential
clients and suppliers alike. It gave us a chance to
catch up with the BVAA members in attendance,
all of whom were pleased with their outputs. One
member commented that he had targeted a number
of companies in advance and had been impressed
with how open they had been with information.

STOP PRESS…
PILOT Share Fair Date Announced
It has been announced that this year’s PILOT
Share Fair will take place on Wednesday 6th
November at the Aberdeen Exhibition and
Conference Centre.
PILOT Share Fair provides the chance to be
among the first to hear about the latest UK
oil and gas business development opportunities from the major oil and gas players, both
from the operator and contractor communities, who will unveil their 18 month forward
plans for projects in the UKCS at the event.

One-to-one meetings area at Pilot Share Fair

PILOT Share Fair continues to be a huge success,
attracting a record 1,500 attendees in 2012. BVAA
Director Rob Bartlett commented, ‘I attended the
2012 event for the first time and immediately
saw the potential for the UK valve supply chain.
Eighteen key players in the industry being
extremely open with their future investment plans,

procurement strategies and giving out crucial
contact information. There are even one-to-one
appointments available! If you haven’t attended a
PILOT Share Fair yet I strongly recommend you do.’
Details of the event will be announced on the Oil &
Gas UK organisation’s website.

SUMMER 2013
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Score Group Apprentice Lecture

‘BVAA – The Voice of the British
Valve Industry’

On 1st February Rob Bartlett, Director of the British
Valve and Actuator Association (BVAA), gave an
illustrated lecture in the VITAL Training and Conference
Centre to Score engineering apprentices on the role of
the BVAA and its relevance to our industry.
What may sound to some like a rather ‘dry’ subject
was transformed by Rob into a very interesting and
valuable insight into the importance of this trade
association for its member companies.
From small-scale beginnings around the outset of
World War 2, the BVAA has evolved into an influential
organisation based at Banbury, Oxfordshire, which
represents the interests of UK companies associated
with valves, including Score.
Prior to 2003 the BVAA’s members were nearly all valve
manufacturing companies and numbered fewer than
60. However, since 2003, when it opened its doors
to companies involved also in the supply, distribution,
repairing, servicing and modifying of valves and
actuators, its membership has risen to more than 170.
It is no coincidence that this decision has resulted in
mutual benefits for both BVAA and Score.
So, how does membership of BVAA benefit Score?
Firstly, it was reassuring to hear from Rob that BVAA is
12
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a not-for-profit organisation and that all income from
subscriptions and other sources is returned to the
BVAA members in the form of services and benefits.
Nowadays BVAA uses its expertise and industry
contacts to publish industry safety and quality
standards, provide technical and product advice, and
organise training courses and exhibitions. In addition
the BVAA is the recognised ‘Voice of the British Valve
Industry’ as it is often the first contact when news or
information is sought concerning aspects of valves
and the valve industry. In this respect, James Geddes,
Commercial Director of Score (Europe) Limited, sits
on BVAA’s Executive Committees and is able to make
an important contribution to this process.
A recent strategic review of its activities has given
BVAA a new focus involving a complete re-vamp of its
website www.bvaa.org.uk and an overhaul of it longestablished ‘Valve User’ magazine. This publication
offers information and advice to those involved in the
valve industries and also offers greatly discounted
advertising rates for its members.
Rob went on to stress how the future of the UK valve
industry looks very bright. The oil and gas industries
are the main markets for companies involved in valve
sales and services; recent studies conclude that world

oil and gas reserves are expected to allow for many
decades of exploration. Also, the quality of Britishmade valves is very high in comparison with many
others, and this fact is recognised by users who
demand long and trouble-free working lives from their
valves and components.
Finally, Rob appealed to his large audience, of mainly
17-22 year olds, to appreciate just how lucky they
were! To be employed by a major player such as
Score in the energy service industry, located at the
hub of the UK oil and gas industry, AND to benefit
from expert training on a highly acclaimed apprentice
engineer training scheme…what more could they
want?! With hard work, dedication and willingness
to learn, the rewards should indeed be high, and he
hoped and expected that the links between BVAA and
Score would strengthen, to the benefit of both, during
our future roles in the valves industry.

BVAA Valve
Working Group
at ARC Energy

After Rob had responded to several questions from
the apprentices, Conrad Ritchie, Deputy Managing
Director of Score (Europe) Limited, emphasised the
importance of the role of the BVAA, and particularly
its links with Score in the part which we both play in
the global energy industry. Mr Ritchie also expressed
his satisfaction at the number of questions put to
Rob by the apprentices. This clearly demonstrated
the interest which his lecture had raised among his
audience.
Leighton Willox, Managing Director at S.T.A.M.P.
Limited, then thanked Rob for his lecture which had
skilfully illustrated the importance of the BVAA in its
position as ‘the Voice of the British Valve Industry’.
However, Rob’s duties were not yet over. In a ceremony
which demonstrated the continuing commitment by
Score to the development of their future careers,
all the company’s 4th, 5th and 6th year engineering
apprentices were individually presented by Rob with
their own complimentary copy of the latest edition
of the BVAA publication ‘Valve & Actuator Users’
Manual’, recognised as the ‘bible’ in our industry, and
an important work of reference for every apprentice,
now and in the future.

Weld overlay cladding at ARC Energy

BVAA’s Valve Working Group - the Association’s
body that looks after technical, legislation and
standardisation issues - recently met at weld
overlay cladding specialists, ARC Energy.
Held at Eastington Park in Gloucestershire on 21st
March, and chaired by Peter Burnett of Heap &
Partners, the meeting was full to capacity. As well
as dealing with their usual technical responsibilities,
including a heads up about a new castings quality
standard likely to impact on the industry, the WG
received a presentation from ARC Energy on the
weld overlay cladding process. There was also a
presentation by BEL Valves’ Chris Williamson on
the challenges presented by HPHT applications.
The day concluded with a much appreciated guided
tour of the ARC Energy facility led by the company’s
MD, Alan Robinson.

BVAA’s Rob Bartlett at Score
BVAA’s Rob Bartlett at Score

Score Europe Ltd
Tel: 01779 480000
www.score-group.com

ARC Energy’s Alan Robinson presenting to the Valve WG
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Network and get closer to the clients and their projects
NOF Energy Networking Lunches are designed to
increase attendees’ knowledge of a specific key
client from the energy sector. The guest speaker
delivers a 45 minute presentation about their
business, details of current / future projects,
information on opportunities for the supply chain
and how to register as a supplier.
Plenty of networking time is built into the event
allowing attendees to meet the guest speaker
and briefly introduce their business. Facilitated
introductions to others in attendance are also
made via the ‘introductions’ board and there is the
opportunity to exhibit and really showcase what
you can offer.
What we do to make networking easier:
• The delegate list is emailed to all attendees at
least 2 days in advance; the list includes company
and delegate name, website and a company profile.
It also highlights who are NOF Energy members

and BVAA members plus spotlights those who
choose to exhibit
• In advance of these events we have an online
networking area which means you can profile your
business well in advance and see who’s going
that may be of interest to you, so starting the
networking before you even arrive.
• Coloured lanyards for the A-Z delegate list are
utilised on the day, which allows the NOF Energy
team to find and introduce delegates quickly so
you get to meet as many new contacts as possible.
If you have not attended an event yet but wish to
get feedback from a BVAA member that has, talk
to Rob Bartlett, rob@bvaa.org.uk

Worley Parsons Desktop
BVAA held one of its renowned Desktop events on
20th March at Worley Parsons, Brentford – one of
the most successful yet!

Y

MY

CY

CMY

K

BVAA’s Karen Webb commented ‘This was our first
visit to Worley Parsons for some time and we were
amazed at the interest levels in the BVAA members and
the products and services they were demonstrating. It
underlined just how useful hosts find these events and
how easy and hassle free they are to set up. We’d be
delighted to stage similar events for anyone who is a
significant user or buyer of valves and related products.’

14
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Thirteen BVAA members received over EIGHTY Worley
Parsons staff, introducing them to the new products and
innovations the valve and actuator industry has to offer.

The event received great feedback from the Worley
Parson’s staff that attended, Graduate Engineer
James Martin said ‘The BVAA desktop exhibition was
extremely well organised and the event allowed me
the opportunity to meet both valve and actuator
suppliers. I also found that the BVAA worked hard
to provide a variety of vendors who specialise in
different applications such as onshore, offshore and

C

subsea. I understand the importance of building and
maintaining successful business relationships and
I look forward to the next BVAA desktop event
which Worley Parsons hold.’ Piping Engineer Jose
De Almeida added ‘The exhibition was a really good
opportunity to see the latest industry products and
meet a number of suppliers. I felt that it was a really
well spent lunch time.’
If you are interested in hosting a zero-cost Desktop
Exhibition, contact karen@bvaa.org.uk

Flexitallic Ltd, Scandinavia Mill, Hunsworth Lane, Cleckheaton, West Yorkshire BD19 4LN Tel. +44 (0)1274 851273
SUMMER 2013
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Dupont O-Rings Increase
Sealing Performance for
Processing Applications
with increased reliability for their
systems, while also achieving cost
savings. Previously, other sealing
solutions needed replacements
due to seal failures after only a few
months of operation. Since refitting
with the Kalrez seals, the clamping
systems have operated without
problems or seal replacements
for over 18 months. The company
service intervals for their pressure
cylinders have been considerably
extended, providing cost savings
and increased overall reliability
for their clamping system. It has
also allowed the company to offer
new areas of application for their
products to their existing and new
users.
Kalrez® Spectrum™ perfluoroelastomer O-rings from the DuPont™ Performance Elastomers
range have been successfully
used to minimise the risk of premature seals failure, increase
MTBF times and significantly
reduce costly downtime for hydraulic clamping systems.
The clamping products were
manufactured
by
a
leading
European manufacturer of heavyduty systems for applications in
the metals, plastics and rubber
processing industries. They utilise
highly aggressive Oemeta HF/
DU hydraulic fluids, working at
operating temperatures of 250°C,
and are used to retain large hot
dies in exact positions on forging
machines, and also secure hot
moulds in injection moulding
equipment. The clamping products
are
designed
to
withstand
pressures of up to 400 bar at
maximum
temperatures.
Any
leakages of hydraulic fluid from the
multiple pistons utilised to apply
the clamping forces of 25 to 1250
kN could not be accepted.
16
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‘Since refitting with
the Kalrez seals, the
clamping systems
have operated without
problems or seal
replacements for
over 18 months.’
By switching to the Kalrez®
Spectrum™ 7075 sealing parts
for their hydraulic pumps range,
the manufacturer could offer a
long-term resistance to aggressive
fluids, as well as operating
temperatures of 250°C, coupled

Dichtomatik Ltd

Tel: 01332 524401
www.dichtomatik-kalrez.co.uk

The sealing products in the
DuPont™ Performance Elastomers
range are available in the UK
from
Dichtomatik
Ltd,
an
authorised distributor. The Kalrez®
Spectrum™ 7075 product offers
enhanced physical performance
properties including very low
compression set and maximum
service temperatures up to 327°C.
This makes it an ideal choice for
mechanical seals, valves, flanges
and other demanding chemical
and
hydro-carbon
processing
applications. It is a carbon black
filled compound designed for
use as O-rings or custom sealing
components combining long-term
performance, low compression set
and longer service life.

BIG
is beautiful

In the world of heavy actuation, big is indeed beautiful.
Torque range from 125 Nm to 1,000,000 Nm

Rotork Gears UK
Regina House
Ring Road
Bramley
Leeds LS13 4ET
UK
tel
+44 (0)113 205 7276
fax
+44 (0)113 256 3556
email sales@rotorkgears.com

Redefining Flow Control
SUMMER 2013
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ASCO Numatics introduces
intrinsically safe (Ex i) direct
acting solenoid valves for use
in harsh environments
ASCO Numatics introduces two intrinsically safe solenoid
valves with Ex ia IIC T6 certification. The solenoid operators
are designed for use on the 327 range of direct operated
solenoid valves and are available in epoxy coated aluminium
or stainless steel. The solenoids are certified to ATEX,
Category 1G/2D and Equipment Protection Level (EPL) Ga/
Db. Both operators are IECEx approved and certified to IEC
61508 Functional Safety (SIL 3 capable).
The polarity insensitive solenoid operators have a power
consumption of only 0.5W at 24V DC and feature a newly
developed electronic booster coil and stainless steel core for
optimum performance. Available with either an epoxy coated
aluminium or 316L stainless steel enclosure rated to IP66
and IP67. The operator can be rotated 360° and locked into

ASCO Numatics’ direct acting solenoid valves

position to select the best position for cable
entry. Electrical connection is via a cable gland
(M20x1.5) or cable connection 1/2" NPT and
easy access screw terminals.

Engineered Waterworks
Valves & Ancillary
Equipment

The 327 series solenoid valves feature a brass,
stainless steel or aluminium (NAMUR) body.
These valves have a large flow rate (Kv 0.45
m³/h), operate from 0 to 10 bar and require no
minimum operating pressure.
The solenoid valves are suitable for use in
ambient temperatures from -40°C to +60°C,
and are rated to ll 1/2G Ex ia IIC T6 Ga / II
2D Ex tb lllC T85°C IP66/67 Db, Certification:
ATEX and IECEx EN 60079-0, EN 60079-11,
60079-31, EN 61241-0 and EN 61241-11.
The introduction of the new solenoid valve means
that ASCO can now offer a universal intrinsically
safe valve for 3/2 and 2/2 normally open and
normally closed applications in aggressive
environments across the process industry.

• Valves: Gate, Check,
Butterfly, Flap, Air & Control
• Actuators & Gearboxes
• EN598 Pipework & Fittings
• Flange Adaptors, Couplings & Joint Sets
• Fabricated Extensions Spindles & T-Keys
• WRAS Approved Valves

www.aquaflowvalves.com
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ASCO Numatics Ltd
Tel: 01630 647111
Fax: 01630 647734

Tel: 01695 713600
www.asconumatics.co.uk
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Anti-corrosion breakthrough for offshore
application is provided by Parker
Oil and gas process design projects targeting
extreme resistance to corrosion and extended
service lifetimes have been boosted by a new metal
processing technology. The advance comes from
the Instrumentation Products Division of Parker
Hannifin – the global leader in motion and control
technologies – which is the first company to make
fluid instrumentation products manufactured in
the specialist alloy 6Mo and conforming to the
stringent material quality specifications of the
NORSOK M-650 standard.
The Norwegian petroleum industry is pioneering
higher standards for equipment manufacturers and the
NORSOK M-650 standard verifies that a manufacturer
has the competence and equipment to produce reliable
products from a number of specialist materials.
Parker is the only instrumentation fittings company to
have secured this level of product conformity, which
applies to all the small bore instrumentation valves,
manifolds, tubes and fittings it manufactures from
6Mo, a standard material with 22 years’ service in the
North Sea.
Parker is one of the world’s largest suppliers of
instrumentation for offshore applications, and 6Mo
super austenitic stainless steel alloy has become the
most popular design choice for new North Sea oil and
gas instrumentation engineering projects. Compared
to standard 300 series and duplex stainless steel, the
material offers much greater resistance to chlorideinduced pitting, crevice corrosion and stress corrosion
cracking, making it ideal for applications demanding
long in-service life in hostile environments. The alloy
contains a minimum content of 6% molybdenum,
and has a pitting resistance equivalent (PRE) of at
least 40.
One of the first bodies to investigate the quality
of materials such as 6Mo was the Norwegian
petroleum industry, which discovered that the current
international standards for this material were not
stringent enough. The introduction of NORSOK M-650
follows an earlier standard which defined appropriate
processing methods for various materials – including
6Mo – used in the manufacture of pipes, but these
methods are not suited to the production of small
bore instrumentation components such as fittings,
valves and manifolds.
Underlying its commitment to producing products
that make a significant contribution to safety, Parker
wanted to ensure that its 6Mo instrumentation
products are the best available and could be offered
with much reduced testing and qualification due to the
Norsok M-650 requirements. The company sources
this material from highly reputable mills, and took the
decision to implement all necessary changes to ensure
even higher levels of quality and traceability during
20
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Parker’s ‘A-lok’ Two Ferrule Fitting conforms to the NORSOK
M-650 standard

product manufacture. To achieve this, the company
first had to write a new material and manufacturing
specification and collaborate with its suppliers to
ensure that they could produce the necessary raw
material.
Next, Parker modified its 6Mo manufacturing processes,
test methods and quality management systems to
comply with the requirements of the NORSOK M-650
standard. Part of this procedure involves validation
by an interested third party, so Parker worked closely
with a leading Norwegian energy company during
this time. Although the new manufacturing process
is patent pending and commercially confidential, it
involves special treatment stages that guarantee the
quality and consistency of the raw material as set out
in the Norsok M-650 requirements. The entire process
is defined in a new ESSM standard code held by Parker,
which is referenced in the Qualification Test Record
(QTR) verifying that the company fully complies with
the NORSOK M-650 standard for production of 6Mo
parts.
‘Achieving NORSOK M-650 conformity for 6Mo
products is a considerable accolade for Parker
and the culmination of extensive development and
investment’, says Spencer Nicholson, R&D director at
Parker Hannifin’s Instrumentation Products Division
Europe. ‘Many oil companies are set to follow the lead
of the Norwegian oil and gas industry by demanding
instrumentation products that conform to this standard,
to help ensure the continued safety, reliability and 40
year operational life of their offshore platforms.’

Parker Hannifin

Tel: +44 (0) 1271 313131
www.ipde-innovations.com

PPE Record Excellent Delivery
Performance in the Elastomer
Seals Industry
Precision Polymer Engineering
(PPE), one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of high
performance moulded elastomer
seals, has just announced its
annual performance review for
2012 which confirms that PPE is
hitting extremely high standards
when it comes to delivering
specialist elastomer seals on time.

“we invest
significantly
each year not
just on product
development
but also on
delivering
our value
propositions
such as short
lead times...”

As part of PPEs commitment to
customer service the company
produces a quarterly and annual
scorecard for top tier customers
which identify key performance
indicators and order history in
order to gauge the company’s
delivery results. In most cases, top
tier customers are receiving 100%
of orders delivered on time.

Paul Gillyon

During 2012, PPE as a company
received orders for 6,313,376
components, across 50,586 lines
with over 99.7% of these orders
being successfully fulfilled. PPE
customers not only specify a date
the order has to be received by,
but an actual day of delivery so
even an early delivery is classed
as a missed delivery. Out of the
orders shipped, nearly 93% were
delivered on time. These results
are even more impressive when
you consider that PPE has one of
the shortest published lead times
on specialist elastomer seals,
in some cases just five working
days, and customers often require
very short lead times as a result
of existing seal failure in critical
applications.
Of those products which were not
classed as delivered on time, the
average late delivery time was only
.43 of a day, or put another way,
3hrs and 45 minutes late. When
you consider that a total of nearly
6.3 million parts were delivered by
PPE during 2012, less than 0.3%
were classed as “order unfulfilled”
22
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Managing Director of PPE, Paul
Gillyon, said ‘we invest significantly
each year not just on product
development but also on delivering
our value propositions such as
short lead times. These results
prove this is working and the fact
that our customers tell us that our
on-time delivery rate is almost
double that of other suppliers in
the industry is proof that we are
delivering on our promises as well
as world class products. ‘

Precision Polymer
Engineering

Tel: +44 (0) 1254 295400
www.prepol.com
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Retrofit upgrade at Turkey’s
largest refinery chooses
Rotork valve automation
Rotork valve actuation and
two-wire digital control technology has been chosen for a
major upgrade and automation
programme at the Tupras Izmit
refinery in Turkey.

on existing valves whilst the
balance will consist of new
actuated valve packages. Many
of the actuators will be factory
fitted with intumescent fireproof
coatings.

Tupras is Turkey’s largest industrial
company and leading refiner,
operating four refineries of which
Izmit is the largest. First opened
in 1961, production at Izmit
of commodities including LPG,
naphtha, petrol, jet fuel, kerosene
and diesel is now running at over
11 million tons a year.

The non-intrusive, explosionproof
and
permanently
watertight
design of the Rotork IQ has
a proven record of long term
reliability and low cost of
ownership in the petrochemical
industry. Secure non-intrusive
and wireless technology is utilised
for setting control parameters,
commissioning and downloading
integral dataloggers to provide
vital diagnostic information for
asset management programmes.

More than 900 explosionproof
Rotork IQ intelligent electric valve
actuators will be installed in a
four stage project to motorise
manually operated valves on the
refinery’s tank farms. Nearly 800
of the actuators will be retrofitted

The UK’s largest independent
stockist of

Safety Relief &
Pressure
Reducing Valves
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The retrofit project at Izmit is
being performed by Rotork’s well
established agent in Turkey, Omas
Pazarlama
Temsilcilik.
Teknik
Omas’s responsibilities include
the design and fabrication of
valve adaptation, installing the
new actuators, commissioning
and on-site support. The new
actuated valve packages are being
assembled and tested in the Omas
workshops prior to delivery to
site. The expertise, experience and
comprehensive facilities available
from Omas at a local level are key
components in the success of this
major retrofit project.
Due to the size of the refinery site,
groups of IQ actuators in different
areas will be monitored and
controlled by a total of twenty
Rotork Pakscan P3 digital bus
networks. Designed specifically
for valve actuation applications
and the spacious environments
associated
with
tank
farm
installations, Pakscan incorporates
secure field communications with
inbuilt network redundancy. Each
network is controlled by a Pakscan
P3 master station which provides

Retrofit work in progress. Engineers
from Omas work on one of the tank
farm manifolds at the Tupras Izmit
refinery.

a local centre for monitoring and
control and links the network to
the site’s SCADA system.
The tank farm upgrade at Izmit is
part of a massive modernisation
and expansion programme at the
Tupras refinery. This also includes
the construction of new refinery
facilities on an adjacent site by
the Spanish company Técnicas
Reunidas, for which more than
400 IQ electric actuators are being
supplied through Rotork’s Spanish
subsidiary company.

Rotork

Tel: + 44 (0)1225 733200
www.rotork.com

IN EXTRAORDINARY
CONDITIONS,
YOU’D WANT A KKI VALVE
AT KKI, IT’S NOT JUST WHAT’S ON THE DATA SHEET THAT INTERESTS US.
Even within high velocity, high temperature, high pressure or erosive applications, we know that a valve might
be facing its greatest test at start-up or shut-down, or during infrequent but feasible events.
It’s how we solve the challenges of
these extraordinary conditions, as
well as normal operating, that sets our
valve solutions apart. Our expert team
look beyond the obvious, their designs
incorporating Vector (KKI’s advanced
labyrinth trim), when required, to be
sure that a valve is truly fit for purpose.

For over 40 years, our customers have
come to us to solve their toughest
choke and control valve challenges.
They know that a KKI valve is not
only ready for the everyday – however
tough that might already be – but will
stand up to the extraordinary, too.

To find out more about how KKI can
solve your severe service challenges
in oil & gas, power or petrochemical
applications, contact us today.

KOSO KENT INTROL LIMITED
ARMYTAGE ROAD
BRIGHOUSE
WEST YORKSHIRE
HD6 1QF
TELEPHONE
+44 (0)1484 710311
FACSIMILE
+ 44 (0)1484 407407
WEBSITE
WWW.KENTINTROL.COM
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KKI ambassador publishes

‘A Specifier’s Guide to Control Valves’
Engineering ambassador, Edward Singleton, is sharing over
six decades of control valve expertise with the engineering
industry, through the publication of his new book,
‘A specifier’s guide to control valves.’ Today, in his 80s, Edward
is still one of the most technically proficient control valve experts
around the world.
Edward (Ed) was the original founder
of leading control valve engineering
firm Koso Kent Introl (KKI) – www.
kentintrol.com - formerly Introl. The
new book, published by KCI Publishing,
comprises 18 chapters of white papers,
case studies and explanations into the
origin of some of the principal equations
used for sizing control valves, and
for quantifying the influence of valve
characteristics on process control.

Ed Singleton

The book targets specialist sections of
the valve and petrochemical industries
and specifically those students and

engineers who are not particularly
experienced in specifying control valves.
More information and how to purchase
the book can be found at www.kciwebshop.com.
Ed Singleton commented: ‘It’s a great
honour to have some of my lifelong
work published in this new guide. Some
of my original work has been published
in this book and is still current today. I
think it’s important for the engineering
world to fuse the best of both traditional
and modern engineering techniques. The
guide might be of use to anyone facing
issues with the specification of control
valves and includes frequently used
equations in control valve specifications.’
Denis
Westcott,
KKI’s
managing
director said: ‘We are delighted that
Ed’s knowledge and expertise has been
captured in this new book. He is hailed
as one of the most experienced and
esteemed statesmen in valve engineering
and is still a consultant to KKI today. His
contribution to the industry has been
immense and his work will, no doubt,
continue to inspire the next generation of
engineers. Some of his practices are sure
to live on throughout the valve world and
right here at KKI.’

Koso Kent Introl

Tel: +44 (0)1484 710311
www.kentintrol.com
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World leading experience
in valve mounting kits
and valve accesories
For more than 25 years, engineers have
relied on Valvekits capabilities and
experience to design, manufacture and
deliver valve adaptation and accessory
solutions in every liquid, power and
gas handling environment.

• All mounting kits manufactured in accordance
with their BSI ISO9001:2008 certification – not
available elsewhere
• Experienced and qualified in-house design
engineers, using the latest Solid Edge design
technologies
• Unrivalled experiece of projects of all sizes and
description
• 24 hour-a-day operations, next day deliveries
• 100% material traceability
• Continuous investment in new machinery and
technologies
• Supported throughout the world by the Rotork
flow control group, providing a local service in
every territory.

Valvekits - the market leader, see our dedicated website at: www.valvekits.co.uk
www.rotork.com
Redefining Flow Control

Spirax Sarco systems help ReFood save over
10MWh per day at waste-to-energy plant
ReFood UK Limited is recovering more than 10MWh a day of
energy and saving over £80,000 a year thanks to the use of
heat recovery systems from Spirax Sarco at its new anaerobic
digester (AD) facility at Doncaster.
The AD plant and associated combined heat and power (CHP)
engines generate heat and 2.8MW of electrical energy from food
waste. This is the first industrial-scale AD plant under the ReFood
badge.
The company’s parent group, Prosper De Mulder (PDM), is one
of the UK’s biggest recycling specialists and plans to follow the
success of the Doncaster project by rolling out a network of ReFood
AD plants across the UK over the next five years.
The site’s two CHP units generate hot water as well as electricity,
and this is used to drive the AD process. The AD process in turn
breaks down 45,000 tonnes per year of food waste to generate
methane gas and run the CHP engines. But the engines actually
generate more hot water than needed, and that’s where the Spirax
Sarco systems come in.

ReFood UK facility at Doncaster

The three heat recovery packages take
the excess hot water at 90oC and use it
to carry out three different heating roles
within the plant. The first system raises
the temperature of incoming water from
ambient to 80oC before it enters the hot
well of the site’s steam boiler. The second
one heats water from ambient to 80oC to
feed the site’s general-purpose hot water
tank. The third maintains the temperature
of the water that recirculates in ReFood’s
tank farm heating circuit, which typically
needs raising from 70 to 85oC in order to
prevent the oils and fats in the tanks from
solidifying.
Without the systems, the site would
otherwise need to meet its hot water
needs from the steam boiler, so they
are effectively helping ReFood to save
money and reduce emissions that would
otherwise arise from its new facility.
Robert Smith, PDM special project
manager, says: ‘The Spirax Sarco units
have been very effective for the recovery
of valuable waste heat which would
otherwise be lost to the atmosphere.
They make a significant contribution to
the PDM Group’s commitment to produce
energy from renewable sources and reduce
climate change.’
‘ReFood is looking to install further units
both at the plant in Doncaster and at their
future AD facilities for further use in heat
recovery.’

Spirax Sarco Ltd

Tel: 01242 521361
www.spiraxsarco.com/uk
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Email: haitima@hydravalve.co.uk
Website: haitima.hydravalve.com

1 / 2 / 3 Pcs, 3 / 4 Way Floating & Trunnion Ball Valves, Press Fitting End Ball Valve, Bio Valve

Gate Valve, Globe Valve, Check Valve, Strainer

Blind Valve, Plug Valve, Bellows seal valves, Slab Gate Valve, Knife gate Valve,
Hyper-Cryogenic Valve, Control Valve

Actuator & Accessories
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Liquefied gas The challenge for valves
Due to the existence of large reservoirs of natural gas, many
national economies use natural gas as an alternative to crude
oil. A large percentage of natural gas is transported in liquefied
form as LNG (liquefied natural gas) and converting natural gas
into a liquid form involves cooling it to below -161°C and requires
special plant and equipment (Fig. 1).
To effectively shut off pipes when handling LNG, valves have to be
reliable and their design requires them to be capable of coping with
the special physical and chemical properties of this medium. Under the
AMRI brand, KSB has been producing butterfly valves for the entire
Fig. 1 DANAIS cryogenic butterfly valve
undergoing liquid nitrogen testing

Stockists and distributers for:
Forged Steel Gate, Globe & Check Valves
½" to 2"
800lb / 1500lb / 2500lb – NPT, SW & BW
150lb / 300lb / 600lb / 1500lb / 2500lb – Flanged

One of the widest materials ranges
stocked in Europe, including:
Carbon Steel & Low Temperature
ASTM A105N
ASTM A350 LF2
Chrome Alloy
ASTM A182 F5
ASTM A182 F9
ASTM A182 F11
ASTM A182 F22
Stainless Steels
ASTM A182 F304 / F304L / F304H
ASTM A182 F316 / F316L
ASTM A182 F321 / F321H
ASTM A182 F347 / F347H
Exotics
ASTM A182 F51 – Duplex
ASTM A182 F53 – Super Duplex
ASTM A182 F55 – Super Duplex
Monel
Alloy 625

All Valves are fully EN 10204 3.1 certified
Power Valves International Ltd.,
Centrus Business Park, Mead Lane, Hertford.
SG13 7GX. England
Tel: 01992 538022 Fax: 01992 538033
Email: power.valves@btconnect.com
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LNG process chain for several decades. In
co-operation with the companies Technip
and Eurodim, KSB has also developed an
offshore loading system – Connectis.
The temperature of LNG is extremely
low and at these exceptionally cold
temperatures most metals become brittle
and have little strength. Very few metals
fulfil the high standards that guarantee
operating reliability, a long service life and
functional safety. As every valve undergoes
a test with liquid nitrogen, the valves are
required to work safely and properly at
temperatures as low as -196°C.
Different requirements in the logistics
chain
As well as being able to withstand low
temperatures, all components involved in
the process must also be able to cope with
substantial heat expansions. These occur
during the transitional phases through the
process of being cooled and then warmed
up again to ambient temperature. Another
factor which places strain on the valves is
the operating pressure and the resulting
differential pressure. The pressure classes
applied in such systems are ANSI Class
150, 300 and 600. The current trend
among valves for these applications is
even towards compliance with ANSI Class
900 (150 bar) and developments are
accordingly already underway. Depending

on where they are used, the valves are either flanged
or welded into the pipe.
After the natural gas has been purified, it is turned into
a liquid state via a complex liquefying train. Currently,
these liquefying trains are located on land. However,
the construction of offshore plants is envisaged on
so-called FPSO (Floating Production Storage and
Offloading) tankers for natural gas fields that are
located far out at sea (Fig. 2). At the ports, the LNG
is loaded onto tankers via flexible loading arms fitted
with valves and typically each liquefied gas tanker is
equipped with 60 to 80 valves.
On arrival at the terminals, the liquid natural gas is fed
into LNG tanks using flexible loading arms. In order to
save space, but also for safety reasons and to avoid
proximity to cities, plans are underway to construct
FSRUs (floating storage re-gasification units) or
offshore terminals several kilometres out to sea. The
demands placed on valves for these terminals will be
the same as those for liquefying trains.
Technical development of double-offset and tripleoffset valves

The design of cryogenic valves is determined by three
factors:
• Low temperatures (materials)
• Operating pressure (body design)
• Differential pressure (tight shut-off)

Fig. 3 Connectis is the loading system developed as a joint
industrial project (JIP) between Technip, Eurodim and KSB.

during closing and opening to only 35°. The contact
pressure and wear are thus reduced while the
service life is prolonged.

In the case of liquefied gas and the associated
temperatures, tight shut-off can only be ensured by a
metal seat. This requires three design features which
clearly distinguish these butterfly valves from softseated, centred variants:

3. To achieve shut-off at even higher pressures, triple
offset is required. It refers to the disc’s geometry
and reduces the angle at which the seal element is
in contact with the seat/disc interface to as little
5°. Despite higher pressures, this helps increase the
valve’s service life.

1. The stem is offset relative to its passages through
the valve body and is equipped with a graphite joint
ring and O-rings. In the event of a fire, this solution
ensures that the valve provides tight shut-off for a
limited amount of time.

Offshore loading using the KSB Connectis system
‘The motion of the tanker at sea requires flexible
loading equipment with an extremely safe connection
system. Connectis (Fig. 3) is the loading system
developed for this purpose as a joint industrial project
(JIP) between Technip, Eurodim and KSB. ‘It allows
fast connection and removal says,’ Pascal Vinzio, Head
of Valve Research and Pre-development KSB AMRI.
‘The Connectis system can be used for conventional
onshore installations and can be mounted onto flexible
pipes and conventional articulated loading arms.’

2. A further offset refers to the stem which is laterally
offset relative to the pipe axis. This reduces the
angle at which the disc is in contact with the seat

KSB has identified other areas where the Connectis system
could be used, for example, loading liquid products from
one ship to the next at sea, so heavy mechanical loading
equipment would no longer be necessary. To enable
large volume loading, a dedicated tandem variant of the
Connectis system has been developed in cooperation
with Technip (and its subsidiary which has many years
of experience in the hose sector) for a project for the oil
and gas company Petrobas.

KSB
Fig. 2 Offshore plants are envisaged on so-called FPSO
(Floating Production Storage and Offloading) tankers for
natural gas fields that are located far out at sea.

Tel: +44 1509 231872
www.ksb.com
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AUMA flow control supports
major environmental scheme

The landmark Tullamore WwTW which has adopted AUMA actuators for a range of flow control processes

Electric actuators manufactured by AUMA are assisting
flow control processes at a major wastewater treatment
works (WwTW) in Tullamore, Ireland which has been
hailed as a landmark environmental scheme. The
project is the latest in a series of EPS Group contracts
for the global actuation technology specialist: other
sites that have adopted the company’s valve control
devices include Waterford Main Drainage, Sligo Main
Drainage and Kinsale WwTW.

of wastewater sludges to standards which allow for
beneficial re-use.

Expansion of the Tullamore scheme included
construction of a new wastewater treatment works
with a 45,000 population equivalent capacity and
sludge treatment centre. The project was designed
to achieve several challenging environmental goals
relating to improvements in the quality of the receiving
water and the sustainable management of wastewater
treatment sludges.

Advanced features including high efficiency aeration
systems led to the Tullamore project being shortlisted
for the 2012 Engineers Ireland Excellence Awards
(Environmental Infrastructure Award Category).

AUMA supported EPS in achieving the project’s
aims and the Group advises that the local support
provided by the electric actuator manufacturer was
advantageous. Tullamore is the latest in a series of
successful contracts that reinforce the EPS Group’s
relationship with AUMA Actuators Ltd.

Selected for their modular adaptability, AUMA
actuators were adopted in flow rate control, weir
penstock applications and on/off flow path control on
process piping systems. They were also used for air
flow control on high efficiency aeration systems.
Key design features of the scheme include sludge
digestion and thermal drying which is a first for the
Irish WwTW industry for a plant of this scale. This, and
other refinements, set the project apart in terms of its
environmentally beneficial impact.
The EPS Group reports that objectives achieved have
included ammonia and phosphorus removal from the
wastewater to very low levels; the abandonment
of a number of highly polluting overflows in the
vicinity of the existing plant; limiting the frequency of
untreated discharges in wet weather and treatment
32
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AUMA actuators installed on CHP heat exchangers at
Tullamore WwTW

Auma Actuators Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141
www.auma.com
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Cameron Announces
Joint Venture with CNPC
Cameron has announced an
agreement with CNPC, China’s
Largest Oil and Gas producer
and supplier, to establish a joint
venture for the manufacture of
pipeline ball valves mainly for
use by CNPC to support its plans
to build pipeline across China in
the coming decades.
Under the terms of agreement,
Cameron will license its technology
to the joint venture and establish a
full scale manufacturing operation
in Tianjin, China, with CNPC Bohai
Equipment Manufacturing Co.
Ltd. This joint venture will be the

Cameron ball valves will be used in a pipeline
across China




exclusive pipeline valve manufacturing
entity within CNPC.
Cameron brings over a half century
of valve design and manufacturing
experience for the oil and gas industry
to this joint venture with CNPC.
Cameron is a leading provider of flow
equipment products, systems and
services to worldwide oil, gas and process industries. The Valves & Measurement business segment designs and
manufactures API 6D valves and valve
automation products specifically for
the drilling, production, processing and
industrial markets.
For more information contact:
www.c-a-m.com/valves or
email valves@c-a-m.com.
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Cameron

Tel: 00 44 1638 665000
info.ivl@c-a-m.com

CVS finalists in Grampian Awards
for Business Excellence
Control Valve Solutions (CVS) Ltd is a finalist in the
Grampian Business Excellence Awards 2013 for the
category of Business Success over 3 years. One of
the north-east’s most prestigious business awards
the 2013 Grampian Awards for Business Excellence
seek to encourage and reward entrepreneurial
businesses and individuals.
From a turnover of £356,456 in its first year of trading
CVS has increased sales more than fivefold to over
£3.3million year to date with staff numbers already up
to 22. The success of CVS is the result of the team’s
unrelenting drive and determination to ensure they
give clients the best possible service both technically
and commercially.
Enterprise North East Trust (Enterprise) received a
record number of entries and the excellent standard
of entries made it extremely difficult for the team of
judges to make a decision about the finalists but CVS
was one of 30 finalists across 10 award categories.
CVS is delighted to be selected and is under no illusion
that in view of the other flourishing businesses in the

category for Business Success over 3 years it is going
to be a tough competition.
On Thursday 27th June the CVS team will be joining
400 business people at a Gala Celebration Dinner to
find out whether they will be the winners of a coveted
Grampian Awards trophy.

Control Valve Solutions

Tel: 01224 583116
www.controlvalvesolutions.co.uk

Suppliers of High Integrity Alloys for
Safety Critical Applications
Naval

Defence

Offshore Oil & Gas

Petrochemical

Aerospace

Aluminium bronze Phosphor & Leaded bronze Copper Nickel
Nickel Alloys Stainless Steel Superduplex & 17/4PH
in bar, sheet, forgings, pipe & fittings

Now stocking ASTM B150 C63000 Nickel Aluminium Bronze
Righton Limited: Righton House, Elliott Way, Nexus Point, Birmingham B6 7AP
T: 0121 356 1141 F: 0121 332 3829 E: marketing@righton.co.uk

See us at Offshore Europe 3rd - 6th September 2013 Stand 1G61
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Pentair Valves & Controls Extends
Service Contract at Doel with Sabo
and Sempell Teams
Pentair Valves & Controls has successfully
completed a major shutdown of the Doel plant,
further expanding its maintenance contract with
the plant’s operator, Electrabel. Under its specialist
service brands SABO and Sempell, Pentair provided
comprehensive and effective shutdown support,
minimizing outage time and ensuring a smooth restart within the specified timeframe.
The Doel plant is Belgium’s second largest reactor and
provides around 30% of the country’s energy demand.
With a total of 370 valves on-site, the majority of
which are installed within the primary circuit, the Doel
4 shutdown is Pentair Valves & Control’s largest service
project to date. 47 highly-qualified and experienced
SABO and Sempell valve technicians worked onsite to complete the scheduled shutdown in only
three weeks, keeping outage time to a minimum and
avoiding potential energy shortages. It was the second
time Electrabel awarded the two service partners
with a major project after successfully managing the
shutdown of the smaller Doel 3 site in 2011.
‘Plant managers are increasingly looking for service
providers than can deliver the whole support package
to simplify procedures and ensure a quick and efficient
shutdown,’ comments Peter Weissenfels, Director
Service Europe and Africa, Pentair Valves & Controls.
‘With the combined expertise and resources of SABO
and Sempell, Pentair Valves & Controls was wellsuited to meet Electrabel’s requirements and offered
a comprehensive service package with a single point
of contact. By entrusting us with the shutdown of Doel
4, Electrabel confirmed Pentair Valves & Controls as
their preferred supplier and we look forward to an
even closer relationship in the future.’
Electrabel added: ‘Doel 4 is one of the larger reactors
we have on site. Finding one reliable service partner
for the whole scope of work was therefore essential
in order to use synergies and minimise communication
efforts and shutdown times. SABO and Sempell
had previously demonstrated their expertise and
capabilities at our Doel 3 site, making them the
obvious choice for such a large scale project.’
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47 highly-qualified valve technicians worked on site

Pentair Valves & Controls, together with its brands
SABO and Sempell, is the leading service specialist
for the valve industry, offering comprehensive
service packages from routine maintenance to major
shutdowns, regardless of specification or manufacturer.
Having been awarded the service contracts for both
the Doel 3 and Doel 4 site, the company is set to
further expand their scope of work with Electrabel in
2013 and 2014.

Pentair Ltd

Tel: 01858 467 281
www.pentair.com
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K Controls’ Monitors
Enable Ground-Breaking
Future Energy Source
K Controls subsea valve position monitors have
been specified for use Aquamarine Power’s Oyster
wave energy device. The innovative device captures
energy in near shore waves and converts it into clean
sustainable electricity. The valves will control the
flow of the high pressure water that is generated
by the movement of the wave flap and associated
hydraulic pistons and then moved onshore, via a
pipeline, to drive a conventional hydro-electric
turbine. Low pressure pipes will transport the
water back from the hydroelectric power station to
the wave energy device.
There are a
requirements:

number

of

important

application

• The position monitors has to be capable of being
installed and commissioned sub-sea.
• They must be rated for continuous submersion at
15 metres depth.
• The feedback limits must be adjustable so that dive
times are minimised.
• Subsea connectors must meet an existing standard.
• Status indication must be provided and be visible to
a diver.
• Extended life and reliability is required.

The Oyster Wave Device in use

K Controls has been able to meet these requirements
using a unit rated for submersion to a depth of 130
metres that has been widely used in the oil industry.
It meets all of the client’s requirements and can be
calibrated remotely using the HART® protocol without
diver intervention.
The field proven subsea position monitor has been
used on applications that include:
• Monitoring the position of hydraulically actuated
valves that flood the jackets on the legs of oil rigs
during satellite guided positioning.

The Oyster 800 - note the model divers (bottom right) for a sense of scale
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• Monitoring the position of failsafe valves on
conventional tanker buoy mooring systems.
• Monitoring the position of valves in the ballast
tanks of semi-submersible oil rigs.
Wave energy devices are important because
the central aim of UK Government energy
policy is to establish a supply of energy that is
diverse, sustainable, secure and competitively
priced. Ocean waves represent our planet’s last
untapped natural renewable energy resource. The
energy contained within waves has the potential
to produce up to 80,000TWh of electricity per
year - sufficient to meet global energy demand
five times over. Wave energy is, by its nature, a
clean energy resource. Aside from the energy
expended in manufacture and installation of
wave energy devices, it produces no carbon
emissions. In the future, subsea pipelines will
connect multiple wave energy devices to a single
onshore plant creating wave farms of several
hundred connected devices generating hundreds
of megawatts of electricity. The devices sit largely
underwater so there is minimal visual impact.

World Leading
Experience in
Flow Control
For more than 50 years, engineers have relied
on Rotork’s capabilities and experience to design
and deliver valve actuation, automation and flow
control solutions in every liquid, powder and gas
handling environment.
Proven in the harshest conditions and critical
applications throughout the world, our innovative
products and services are created with clear-cut
objectives - to deliver safe, reliable and efficient
plant operations, unrestrained by project size
and complexity.

K-Control’s subsea position monitors monitors fitted to
actuated ball valves

There is also a link between wave energy and
desalination - the process of removing salt from
water to produce freshwater. Energy fuelled by
diesel generators is currently used to pump high
pressure saltwater over special membranes to
produce freshwater. A wave energy device offers
a cleaner, more cost-effective solution. It could
be configured to produce high pressure saltwater
direct to a desalination plant, without the need
for any fossil fuels.

K Controls Ltd

Tel: 01895 449601
www.k-controls.co.uk

Rotork’s unrivalled manufacturing capacity for
market-leading products is supported by hundreds
of global sales and service outlets, providing
every customer and end-user with a local source
for information, expert advice, maintenance and
life-of-plant support.

Rotork - the single source for valve actuation,
automation and flow control.
www.rotork.com
Redefining Flow Control
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First orders for Rotork’s
robust and compact 242
Series manual gear operators

The Model 242-10 is the smallest in the range.

Rotork Gears reports that international markets
have reacted positively to the introduction of its
range of 242 Series manual gear operators and
orders have been received. Significant activity in
China includes an important order from the valve
manufacturer China Valves Hanwei for a natural
gas project.

242 Series manual quarter-turn gear operators
benefit from the latest design technologies to provide
optimum robustness and durability with minimal nonstructural mass and reduced overall size.
Suitable for the operation of ball, butterfly and plug
valves or other quarter-turn devices in most general
industrial applications, all 242 Series manual gear
operators feature a sturdy cast iron IP67 watertight
enclosure, a ductile iron wormwheel, PTFE thrust
washers and adjustable end stop screws.
A range of five sizes is available to accept valve stem
diameters of up to 70mm (or 58mm square section)
and deliver an output torque range of up to 2100Nm.
Built with standard ISO base dimensions between F05
and F25, simple and rugged 242 Series gear operators
are ideally suited for low torque manual applications.
Options include stainless steel input shafts and
fasteners, Namur and Westlock mountings, an IP68
temporarily submersible enclosure and a padlock kit.

Rotork
Part of a consignment of Rotork Model 242-30 gearboxes
attached to 150mm (6 inch) China Valves Hanwei ball
valves for a natural gas project.
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Tel: + 44 (0)1225 733200
www.rotork.com

STEAM CONTROL VALVES
Direct acting pressure reducing valves suitable for steam,
compressed air, gases and water - SG iron, carbon steel, stainless
steel, pressure up to 25 barg.
Pilot operated pressure reducing valves suitable for
steam, compressed air and other gases - carbon steel,
stainless steel, pressure up to 25 barg.
Self acting temperature control valves - SG
iron, carbon steel, stainless steel, pressure up
to 40 barg.
Control valves are available in 2 way
or 3 way, pneumatic or electrically
actuated, complete with a range
of positioners including 4-20mA
and 0 -10v. Also available
with position feedback and
limit switches, direct or
reverse acting.

www.isis-fluid.co.uk
Tel: 01608 645755
Station Yard, The Leys, Chipping Norton,
Oxon. OX7 5HZ

E-mail: sales@isis-fluid.com
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Press-Fit Valves – the ideal solution
for Europe’s largest waste site
When it comes to a site with almost 8000
metres of pipework, the installation
process is a mammoth task - which is why
the many benefits of Crane Hattersley’s
(www.hattersley.com) Press-Fit Valves
appealed to M&E contractor Jones
Engineering when it was tasked with
fitting out the building services at the
new North East Energy Recovery Centre
(NEERC) in Billingham, Stockton on Tees.

Belleville_A4fpAd

16/12/09

23:56

Page 1

Main contractors, John Sisk & Sons, will
complete the NEERC build for waste
management company, SITA UK, in 2014
when it will become Europe’s largest
energy-from-waste site. Its enormous
incinerators will generate enough power
to supply 30,000 homes, and this wastefree process will also prevent an incredible
265,000 tonnes of household waste being
sent to landfill every year. It will also
provide heat, in the form of steam, for local
industry.
Hattersley Press-Fit Valves come with
integrated Geberit Mapress adaptors,
which are factory-assembled and tested to
guarantee the highest standards of quality
and reliability, and proved ideal for this
prestigious project.

Belleville Springs is a member of the Springmasters® Group

Consultancy, Design,
Manufacture and
Distribution...

Press-Fit technology reduces the number of
joints required to be made on site, thereby
speeding up the process and significantly
reducing the risk of a leak, allowing the
Jones Engineering’s team of 45 installers
to get the job done quickly and efficiently.
‘We chose Hattersley’s Press-Fit Valves
because of their time-saving implications,
plus the fact that they can be used with
both types of pipework we have on site,’
explained Chris Melly, Project Manager at
Jones Engineering. ‘It takes just five seconds
to press the valve end, which means we’ve
saved 35-40% on the valve installation
time. And what’s more, we know that the
pressed joints are reliable.’

Your
complete
solution for
DISC SPRINGS AND BELLEVILLE WASHERS
Arthur Street, Lakeside, Redditch, Worcestershire B98 8JY.
Tel: +44 (0)1527 500500
Fax: +44 (0)1527 517039
info@bellevillesprings.com
www.bellevillesprings.com
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Crane Building Services
& Utilities
Tel: 01473 277379
www.cranebsu.com

Emerson Introduces Digital
Valve Controller for Safety
Instrumented Systems
Intelligent automatic partial stroke valve testing provides
improved safety and reliability.
Emerson’s new FIELDVUE™ DVC6200 SIS digital
valve controller responds to safety demands, and
features partial stroke and position monitoring
capabilities for the final control element in a safety
instrumented system (SIS). Intelligent automatic
partial stroke valve testing provides improved
safety and reliability versus traditional pneumatic
and jammer partial stroke methods.
Meeting plant safety and reliability targets is easier
using the DVC6200 SIS, which combines the fieldproven linkage-less, non-contact feedback design of
the DVC6200 and DVC2000 platforms with the safety
demand and automatic partial stroke testing capability
of the DVC6000 SIS. The DVC6200 SIS has been
evaluated to the latest version of IEC 61508 (2010)
and is certified as a SIL 3 capable device for both 4 or
20mA and 0 or 24Vdc power settings.

An integral position transmitter is available with
the DVC6200 SIS, and is capable of reading valve
position even upon loss of power to the digital valve
controller. The position monitoring safety function has
been evaluated independently from the digital valve
controller safety function and is SIL 2 capable.
Partial stroke valve testing can be used in service to
safely increase the period of time between prooftesting the final control element. Additionally, the
DVC6200 SIS confirms solenoid operation and captures
useful diagnostic data during a trip event.
When integrated with Emerson’s DeltaV™ SIS logic
solver, the native interface provides users increased
availability, while at the same time removing complexity
from their safety systems. DeltaV SIS provides out of
the box tools that allow direct access to the DVC6200
SIS diagnostics and partial stroke data, and the ability
to set-up and run the partial stroke tests automatically.
Visit www.FIELDVUE.com for more information or
contact your Emerson sales office and ask to see the
DVC6200 SIS product bulletin.

Emerson Process Management
Emerson’s Fisher FIELDVUE DVC6200 SIS digital valve
controller

Tel: 0870 240 1978
www.EmersonProcess.com
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Valvekits awarded international
contract for over 250 mounting
kits and spool pieces

A batch of Valvekits spool pieces and mounting kits for Poyam Valves is prepared for shipment to Spain.

In one of Valvekits latest international contracts,
the company is supplying over 250 valve mounting
kits and spool pieces for a Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG) facility under construction in the USA.
Designed and manufactured at the Valvekits UK
factory, the mounting kits and spool pieces will
provide adaptation for fluid power actuators on ball
valves ranging in size from 3 to 42 inches (75 to
1000mm), including a number of cryogenic valves.
The Valvekits products are being supplied in batches
to the company’s group facilities in Bilbao, to meet the
production schedule of the Spanish valvemaker Poyam
Valves, located at nearby Idiazabal.
The final destination is a new LNG production facility being
built by Bechtel International Inc. for Cheniere Energy Inc.
on the Sabine River in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.
44
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All Valvekits mounting kits are manufactured in
accordance with their BSI ISO9001:2008 certification.
Designs are produced in-house using the latest Solid
Edge software and manufactured with machinery that
is the focus of a continuous investment plan to keep
the company at the forefront of technology.
As a member of the Rotork group of flow control
companies, Valvekits is the only manufacturer in its
field to offer truly global support for its products. A
network of offices and representatives in 92 countries
provides a local service in every part of the world.

Rotork Valvekits

Tel: +44 (0) 1623 440211
www.valvekits.co.uk
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Aquaflow Become Trusted
Partner in the Prevention
of Water Hammer
Cheshire based Aquaflow Valves’
innovative approach to preventing the damaging effects of
water hammer has seen them
win contracts from water authorities across the globe. Their
non-slam design can prevent the
problems associated with sudden changes in flow rate.
The potential damaging effects
of water hammer are caused
within a pumped system by an
abrupt change in flow rate; usually
resulting from pump starts and
stops. These abrupt changes can
cause the flowing water column
to undergo a momentum change
producing a shock wave that can
travel back along the system. The
resultant shock wave can cause
expensive equipment damage or
system failure.
With over 20 years in the business, Aquaflow valves are professionals in the design, manufacture

Aquaflow’s pioneering
check valve which is
capable of withstanding
velocities up to 5m/s,
whereas a conventional
swing check valve is suited
to a maximum velocity of
approximately 3m/s.

and distribution of a range of
engineered waterworks valves
and associated ancillary equipment and, are delighted to have
recently secured a number of
contracts from global water
authorities. The contracts are for
the supply of performance nonslam check valves that assist in
preventing water hammer. The
valve has been specifically engineered to ensure rapid closure
yet negating slamming during
flow reversal. Due to the unique
metal-seated non-slam design of
the check valve the unit is capable of withstanding velocities up
to 5m/s, whereas a conventional
swing check valve is suited to a
maximum velocity of approximately 3m/s. ‘As standard’ valves
feature a precision machined
weld-overlay deposit copper alloy
seat, durable fusion bonded epoxy
coated ductile iron body, stainless

‘The valve has been
specifically engineered
to ensure rapid closure
yet negating slamming
during flow reversal.’
steel fasteners and WRAS listed
materials making the valves suitable for both wastewater and
potable water duties. Recently
supplied units have included ancillaries such as flow sensing switches and integral bypass assembly
with isolating valve.
Single door units are available
from stock flanged to EN1092
rated to 16 Bar; while alternative
flange configurations, multi-door
units, higher pressure ratings and
materials suitable for saline duties
are also available.

Aquaflow is the specialist
waterworks valve division
of Cheshire based T-T
Tel: 01630 647200
www.aquaflowvalves.co.uk.
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Optimum Flow Control Contributes
Towards Reducing Manufacturing Costs
Oil and gas companies around the globe face the
challenge of increasing production and delivering
quality products while reducing resources and
manufacturing costs. Process control has a
financial impact and so reducing process variability
is, therefore, a key factor in maximising quality
output and reducing costs. Comprehensive studies
of control systems have shown that up to 80% of
control loops have not performed satisfactorily in
reducing process variability. In most instances, the
control valve was found to be the major cause of
the problem. Despite this, the impact of the flow
control valve on dynamic performance is often
overlooked.

‘Optimum flow control is imperative;
choke and control valves are
subject to a variety of technical
phenomena and careful selection
of the right control valve for
each application is crucial.’
Optimum flow control is imperative; choke and control
valves are subject to a variety of technical phenomena
and careful selection of the right control valve for each
application is crucial. Superior design features include
the valve material, which should be resistant to the
chemical composition of the flow medium. For example,
discs and internals made of solid Tungsten Carbide,
renowned for its erosion and cavitation resistant
properties. Industrial diamond facings inserted on
the discs have also produced some very good results
under severe conditions. The sealing surface must not
be in contact with the flowing medium to ensure seat
tightness can be guaranteed for a longer period of time.
The construction of the internals should ensure that
the downstream of the back disc is abrasive resistant.
This removes the majority of cavitations and erosive
material from the sealing surfaces as well as from the
valve body. The design of the internals must be able
to absorb turbulence in the flow so that the outgoing
flow is more laminar. Rotating choke disc valves are
recommended for extremely severe applications.
Flow control is also optimised by using different shaped
and sized throttling orifices in the rotating discs. This
affects the Cv value of the valve and has a crucial impact
on process control. The right valve size and trim must
be chosen to match the process conditions.

The impact of the flow control valve on dynamic
performance is often overlooked

additional costs are not incurred, flow control
valves should ideally be engineered to fit with no
modifications to existing pipework. This also ensures
that any replacements can be made efficiently.
Ultimately, these design features coupled with
repairable internals and easy maintenance maximise
production output, lower life-cycle costs and extend
the mean time between failures, providing an overall
reduction in total cost of ownership.

Duxvalves

Tel: 44 (0)116 277 0077
www.duxvalves.co.uk

For both new and existing applications, to ensure
downtime is kept to an absolute minimum and
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Using Low Cost Seals Can be
a Long Term False Economy
Production processes utilising hazardous chemicals
such as acids and amines, very often at elevated
temperatures of 150°C or more, occur in a wide
range of manufacturing industries including oil and
gas, chemical, pharmaceutical and semiconductor.
The combination of corrosive fluids and high
temperatures can be particularly destructive for
any sealing elements used in valves, pumps and
other equipment forming part of a production
process and associated pipework.
Interruptions to production processes through leaks
and breakdowns resulting from seal failures can
prove to be very costly, as well as having potential
ramifications of causing environmental damage and
jeopardising workforce safety.
The DuPont™ Kalrez® Spectrum™ 6380 perfluoroelastomer sealing parts are a non-black product specifi-

High performance DuPont™ Kalrez® Spectrum™ 6380 seals
available in the UK from Dichtomatik Ltd.

cally developed for chemical processes involving hot,
aggressive amines. In addition, this product has an
excellent overall chemical resistance and mechanical
properties making it suitable for applications involving both static and dynamic sealing requirements. This
cream coloured product is a prime choice for sealing
operations with harsh aggressive chemicals, and it can
withstand a maximum continuous service temperature
of 225°C, with short-term excursions to higher temperatures also being permissible.

Leaflet containing comparison data of DuPont™ Kalrez®
perfluoroelastomer seals illustrating typical cost savings for
applications involving demanding process fluids. Available
on request from Dichtomatik Ltd.
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O-ring seals in this material are available from stock
in a wide range of both British Standard Imperial
and metric sizes from the UK authorised distributor
Dichtomatik Ltd. These Kalrez® products are unique
to DuPont™ and are only available through recognised
and authorised distributors. This ensures that the raw
material and all the production and manufacturing
processes involved are controlled by DuPont™ within
their own facilities, giving them an extensive bank of
knowledge and expertise of the chemistry and raw
materials required to maintain product performance
for a wide range of difficult and problematic sealing
applications.

It is the combination of chemical and thermal
resistance that sets the Kalrez® product apart from
other elastomers, with the combination of ingredients
also forming a unique chemical structure which ensures
the chemical bond is virtually unbreakable. Where
valves, pumps or other in-line products are being
supplied by OEM’s for difficult process applications,
it is recommended that appropriate DuPont™ Kalrez®
Spectrum™ 6380 O-ring seals are specified as original
fitments to provide the maximum service reliability,
performance, longevity and operating safety required.
A typical 12 months testing period between
OEM supplied elastomer seals and FFKM Kalrez®
perfluoroelastomer O-rings established that the latter
increased the useful working life of equipment up to 7
times ie from 15 days up to 3.5 months. With the strip
down and repair time for replacement of a seal being
costed at €100 per time, these repairs equated to
€23,000 pa for the original elastomer and only €3000
pa for the Kalrez® product. The total annual cost for
seal replacements (typically 70mm diameter x 2.5mm
cross section) was €2600 for the original elastomer
and only €800 for the initially more expensive Kalrez®
product. The total downtime costs associated with a
seal replacement was estimated at €1000, giving a

total of €23000 for lost production with the original
elastomer and only €3000 for the Kalrez® product.
Taking replacement seal costs plus installation and also
downtime costs for 23 repairs annually for the original
elastomer and only 3 repairs annually for the Kalrez®
product, the latter showed an overall cost saving
of €21,600 per annum per seal utilised on the site.
This is not taking into account the value of increased
safety associated with reduced chemical exposure
risks during seal replacement/repair operations
where process fluids such as Ethylene Oxide or other
potentially hazardous products are involved.

Dichtomatik Ltd

Tel: 01332 524401
www.dichtomatik-kalrez.co.uk

Specialists in design, manufacture and
assembly of Nozzle Check, Twin Plate,
Sprung Disc and Swing Type Check valves.

UK suppliers to energy, water and process industries since 1988
www.abacusvalves.com
Part of The Glen Foundry Group

sales@abacusvalves.com

 +44 (0) 1505 681 777

 +44 (0) 1505 683 999
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ASCO Numatics Stainless
Steel Filter Regulators
ASCO Numatics introduces a new range of Series 342 Stainless Steel
Filter Regulators to complement the existing range of air service
equipment. Suitable for inlet pressures up to 10 bar, the 1/4" and
1/2" NPT filter regulators have a fully stainless steel construction
and comply with the requirements of ASTM A351/NACE MR 01.75.
The moulded reinforced diaphragms offer a large flow and the fine
pitch/dual springs ensure accurate and steady regulation, regardless of
input or output pressures. With a 316L stainless steel filtering element
(25μm & 5μm), the regulators are suitable for compressed air and gases.
A finned diverter guarantees effective moisture removal. The regulator
bowl has a manual bleed to drain condensate. An automatic drain is
available as an option.
The smooth design facilitates easy mounting and there is a separate
connection for the optional pressure gauge. In addition to an impressive
flow rate ranging from 2380 to 4430 l/min, the filter regulator is suitable

ASCO Numatics Series 342 Filter Regulators
have a fully stainless steel construction and
comply with the requirements of ASTM
A351/NACE MR 01.75

‘Available as 1/4"
and 1/2" NPT, the
fully stainless steel
design meets the
requirements of NACE
MR 01.75 and is
certified to ATEX II 2
G/D c IIC X and SIL’
for ambient temperatures from -40°C up
to +80°C (-50°C for arctic conditions is
available on request).
The series 342 stainless steel filter
regulator can be installed across
many industries, including chemical,
petrochemical, offshore and oil & gas,
refinery, power generation, pulp &
paper and process plants.

ASCO Numatics Ltd
Tel: 01695 713600
www.asconumatics.co.uk
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BSS Industrial Appoints
National Sales Manager
at Pegler & Louden
Pegler & Louden, the industrial valve division of leading
distributor BSS Industrial, has appointed Andrew Fraser
as its National Sales Manager.
Andrew brings 27 years of experience within the gas
valve industry to his new role at the specialist brand. He
joins BSS Industrial from Aeon International, where he
was Business Development Manager for the company’s
water and gas divisions.
Andrew will be responsible for managing area sales
managers and maintaining the customer service focus
of Pegler & Louden. He will also work closely with the
business’s key partner suppliers to industry.

Andrew Fraser has 27 years
experience within the gas valve
industry

Pegler & Louden has a reputation as one of industry’s
only focussed specialist providers of valves and flow
control products. It is also a single source for affordable,
bespoke, high quality build assemblies and complete
valve packages using off the shelf or sourced products,
or a combination of both.
Andrew will be based at the head office of BSS Industrial’s
specialist brands in Bulwell, Nottingham.

Andrew commented: ‘Having built my career within the
gas valves industry, I will be drawing on my experience to
bolster Pegler & Louden’s already strong position within
the industry whilst looking to expand the brand into new
business areas.’
Frank Elkins, Managing Director of BSS Industrial, added:
‘Andrew has an unparalleled level of experience within the
gas valves industry and I’m confident he will excel in this
role. On behalf of the company I would like to wish him
every success in his new role at Pegler & Louden.’

Pegler & Louden

Tel: 0844 800 7721
www.peglerandlouden.com

TECHNICAL

HOT SPOT

By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm

Hot Spot ISO/CD 15848-1 and
ISO/CD 15848-2
ISO 15848-1 “Industrial valves - Measurement, test and qualification
procedures for fugitive emissions - Part 1: Classification system and
qualification procedures for type testing of valves” and
ISO 15848-2 “Part 2: Production acceptance test of valve”
Following the NWIP, ballot which closed in April 2012, ISO/TC 153/SC
1/WG 10 reviewed and discussed the comments received on both draft
standards both by email and in a formal meeting.
As there were extensive discussions on the content of the draft standard,
the revised drafts are now submitted to the CD enquiry.
SUMMER 2013
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CRANE to Showcase
Saunders® Products
at Interphex 2013
CRANE ChemPharma showcased its Saunders brand
products at Interphex 2013 (April 23-25, Javits
Center, New York City). Products on display included:
Saunders® I-VUE, Saunders® EX, and Saunders®
S360. In addition, CRANE will promote its popular
Bio-Pharm online tools: www.cranebiopharm.com.
“We were excited to participate in this year’s Interphex
Trade show. Not only was it a great venue for us to
showcase our products within the pharmaceutical
and biopharmaceutical industry, but it allows us the
opportunity to demonstrate our appreciation to our
partners at the breakfast event we host each year,”
said Andrew Powell, Vice President / General Manager,
CRANE ChemPharma and Energy, Saunders.

‘…I-VUE offers substantial
benefits over standard
switch controls’
Saunders® I-VUE Intelligent Sensing Technology
The Saunders® I-VUE is a smart valve sensor designed
specifically for aseptic diaphragm valve applications
in the Life Science industry. Compatible with Pointto-Point (P2P), AS-i, and DeviceNet control systems,
the Saunders® I-VUE offers substantial benefits over
standard switch controls. Enhance reliability and
accuracy with Saunders® I-VUE solid state continuous
sensing technology that provides precise position
readings for the entire valve range from 0.25″ to 4.00″
(DN8 to DN100). Simplify installation by utilizing
automated valve calibration without opening the IP67
rated polycarbonate sensor enclosure, reducing set up
times to 3 minutes or less. Lower maintenance costs
by applying factory or user defined device settings
to monitor valve cycle count and end point tolerance
limits, preventing false alarms and unnecessary
diaphragm replacement.

Saunders® EX Endurance Diaphragm
Designed as a niche market solution for critical
Life Science applications that require reliable high
temperature performance for extended periods of
time, the Saunders® EX Endurance Diaphragm can be
used in steam distribution and supply, sterile barrier
and block and bleed applications. Key features include
a distinctive design that benefits users through its
extended life at Steam Sterilization Temperatures,
and reduces the requirement to re-tighten fasteners
after installation. Furthermore, the Saunders® EX’s
advanced “Seal-to-Atmosphere” qualities reduce the
risk of leakage into the atmosphere during long term
steam service.
Saunders® S360 Actuator for Life Science
Applications
The Saunders® S360 Actuator is a compact, lightweight,
piston-type pneumatic actuator with a modular
range that delivers optimum dimensional envelope
and closure performance. The full 360° rotation
capability of this range of actuators allows for flexible
installation and air port alignment, and its smooth
corrosion resistant profile optimizes cleanability. This
combination of quality performance and hygienic
design makes the Saunders® S360 appropriate for
sterile BioPharm applications, including clean utilities,
fermentation and downstream processing.
CRANE BioPharm Applications Module & Valve
Selection Guide
CRANE’s Online BioPharm Applications Module
(www.cranebiopharm.com) guides the user through
Bio-Block valve configuration examples for improving
cleanability and process fluid handling. Featuring
interactive process maps of Bioreactors, CIP (Clean
in Place), WFI (Water Distribution), Filtration and
Chromatography, this online tool provides valuable
information for distributors, engineers, and students
on where and how complicated Bio-Block valves can
be used within critical BioPharm processes.

Crane ChemPharma Flow Solutions
Tel: 01633 486 666
www.cranechempharma.com
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www.springs.co.uk

Valve springs
Reliability when it really counts
Formula 1
& Automotive

Critical applications demand perfection.
Springtech deliver exactly that. Our bespoke products are
manufactured on time, in budget and with clear, regular communication
and technical knowledge engaged from the moment you place an order.

Aerospace
& Defence

Diversity and Expertise
Products that require precision in their performance and significant research, design,
prototyping and development are our strengths. This has made us a global leader in the
manufacture of springs and related products.

Medical

From precise and critical medical applications, through to the technical performance of
Formula One Racing and the robust and reliable requirements of the oil and gas industries,
all our products carry with them a wealth of experience in their development.
We supply a wide range of custom designed springs and pressings to industries
worldwide from our UK manufacturing bases in Buckinghamshire and Aberdeenshire. Our
comprehensive service includes; design, tooling, development and manufacture drawing
from our in-house R&D tooling centre.
We manufacture in accordance to BS EN ISO 9001:2008 standards.
Expertise: Aerospace, Defence, Oil & Gas, Medical, Valves, Pumps, Actuators, Wind
Turbines, Propulsion Systems, Rotary Seals, Electronics, Automotive, Solar Power,
Furniture, Gas & Pipe Fittings, Telecommunications, and many more.
Springs: Seal Energising, Garter, Helical Seal, Canted Coil, Flat Leafed, Formed Lead, Flat
Waved, Compression, Conical, Wireforms/Clips, Waved, Cantilever, Drawbar, Extension,
Spiral, Tension, Torsion, Bespoke Pressings.

Oil & Gas

Materials: We manufacture using both exotic and standard materials including;
Martensitic & Austenitic Stainless Steel, Nickel based allows, Inconel X750, Alloy 90,
Allow C276, Copper Alloys, Beryllium & Phosphor Bronze.

Contact the spring experts today
Springtech Ltd.
Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire:
Tel: +44 (0)1346 518061 Fax: +44 (0) 1346 516817
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire:
Tel: +44 (0)1494 556700 Fax: +44 (0) 1494 511002
Email: enquiries@springs.co.uk
Web: www.springs.co.uk
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How European Standards
are developed to support
European Directives
SLIDE 1 – EUROPEAN STANDARDIZATION PROCESS

This article describes the overall process used for
the preparation of European Standards, how papers
are circulated between CEN itself, CEN Technical
Committees and National Technical Committees
and finally how it is possible to get involved in the
standards drafting process.
Direct involvement in the drafting process can give
very positive advantages including an insight into
the technical requirements within a standard, new
contacts with Engineers from all over Europe and a
good understanding of how standards are used in
removing barriers to trade.
General (Directives and Harmonised standards)
A New Approach Directive is a legislative act of the
European Union which requires member states to
achieve its essential requirements without dictating
the means of achieving that result. The European
Commission (EC) is involved both at the very beginning
(drafting and bringing into force each Directive) and at
the very end of the standardization process (publishing
each harmonized standard in the Official Journal (OJ)
of the European Union).
Harmonized Standards are European Standards that
support the essential requirements of a New Approach Directive (e.g. The Pressure Equipment
Directive). These are produced by the European Committee for Standardization (CEN), European Committee
for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) or European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI).
The overall responsibility for drafting Harmonized
standards is given by the EC, via a Mandate to CEN
who then give that responsibility, through the CEN
CENELEC Management Centre to one of its Technical
Committees.
Committee relationships, responsibilities and
membership
Each CEN Technical Committee (CEN/TC) has
responsibility for drafting standards within its scope,
interpret the Essential Safety Requirements of a
Directive and include them in a standard. In the UK,
the work of each CEN/TC is shadowed by a National
Technical committee (see Figure 2).
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European Commission

Inter-governmental
level

Compliance with
the Directive(s)
Essential Safety
Requirements
(ESR)

European level

Directives
(e.g. LVD, PED)

First party
certification
(e.g. Supplier)

Mandate

Second party
certification
(e.g. Purchaser)

Third party
certification
(e.g. Independent
inspector/Notified
Body)

CEN/CENELEC
Management Centre
(CCMC)

CEN Technical committee
(e.g. CEN/TC 69)

National level

National Standards Bodies (NSB)
(e.g. BSI, DIN, AFNOR, UNI)
National Technical Committees (e.g. PSE/18)

Figure 1. The European Standardization process at three levels
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Each CEN/TC is responsible for the co-ordination of its
own programme of work and answering any questions
related to the clarification of requirements in its
portfolio of standards, having its own Chairman and
Secretary and monitored by a Programme Manager in
CCMG.
At CEN/TC level, National opinions are expressed
(which are decided by National Technical Committees
with the help of the National Standards Body) and
meetings are attended by National Delegations
(appointed and briefed by the National Technical
Committee).
At CEN Working group (CEN/WG) level, meetings
are attended by experts and individual opinions are
expressed. This is where the detailed drafting work
for each standard is carried out.

SLIDE 2 – COMMITTEE RELATIONSHIPS, RESPONSIBILITES AND
MEMBERSHIP

National opinions are debated and decided
in National Technical Committees and the
process is facilitated by National Standards
Bodies (in the UK, BSI).

European level

CEN/CENELEC
Management Centre
(CCMC)

European Technical Committee
(e.g. CEN/TC 69)

A BSI technical committee is responsible for:
a) all standards in its portfolio
portfolio,

c) considering all the responses received
following the circulation of a paper, draft
standard or standard requiring comment
and discussing and agreeing the UK
position to be taken regarding each one
d) appointing and briefing UK delegates and
delegations to attend CEN TC meetings

National Delegations are
appointed and briefed by their
responsible National Technical
Committee and express only the
National position

National Standards Bodies
(e.g. BSI, DIN, AFNOR, UNI)

National
level

e) nominating UK Experts to take part in
WG activities

National Technical Committee
(e.g. In the UK, PSE/18)
Approved Body Nominees
(e.g. BCGA, BINDT, BVAA) and
Co-Opted Members

There are three ways to take part in the work
of a BSI Technical Committee:

g) having a particular area of expertise that
is relevant to the work of the committee
and so be nominated as an Individual
Member (e.g. Individual Member – Gate
valves)
h) being co-opted
BSI Technical Committee Members (however
they are nominated) are expected to
attend as many meetings as they can and
contribute (e.g. by email) as often as they
can. Internationally, in Europe and the UK, all
documents, information and standards are
now distributed via the internet.

National Technical Committee Panel
(e.g. In the UK, PSE/18/-/1)
Experts and interested members

Figure 2

SLIDE 3 – COMMENT PROGRESSION
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To the European Commission for publication in
the Official Journal as a harmonized standard

Published
standard
To NSB's for implementation in their Countries
as National Standards (BS EN's in the UK)

Formal
vote draft

UK position (agreed in
the National Technical
Committee)

Comment progression
Comments are requested at various times
during the development of a standard (see
Figure 3) and are submitted in two ways:

Technical
enquiry
draft

National Technical
Committee position
(agreed in the
National Technical
Committee)

a) expressing the UK position (which has been
discussed and agreed in the responsible
National Technical Committee) for votes
which are administered through the CEN
CENELEC Management Centre
b) expressing
the
National
Technical
Committee position for votes which are
administered through the CEN/TC itself
At the Initial Draft stage, technical and
editorial comments put forward by the
Continued on page 56...

National Technical Committee,
sub-committee
(e.g. In the UK, PSE/18/1)
Approved Body Nominees
(e.g. BCGA, BINDT, BVAA) and
Co-Opted Members

National Technical Committee Panel
(e.g. In the UK, PSE/18/1/1)
Experts and interested members

UK position (agreed in
the National Technical
Committee)

f) being put forward by a nominating body
(e.g. a Trade Association, Consumer
Body, Professional Institution or a Trade
Union). This is the preferred route by BSI
and formally the member expresses the
view of their nominating organization

CEN/TC Working Groups
(e.g. CEN/TC 69/WG 1)
Working Group Experts
express their own opinion and
are appointed by their
responsible National Technical
Committee

Figure 3

Working group Expert
position/comment

b) British Standards in its
answering technical queries

Only editorial
comments
accepted
(plus CEN
Consultant
comment)

Technical
and editorial
comments
accepted
(plus public
comment in
the UK)

Committee
draft

Technical
and editorial
comments

Initial
draft

Technical
and editorial
comments
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How European Standards are developed to support
European Directives
Continued from page 49...

Working Group experts can be
submitted. When considered
good enough it can be issued for
wider circulation and comment
as a Committee Draft.
At the Committee Draft stage,
technical and editorial comments
can be submittedby NSB’s on
behalf of their National Technical
Committees. Once a re-drafted
standard has been prepared
including all the accepted
comments, it is passed to CEN
CENELEC Management Centre
for Technical Enquiry circulation.

At the Technical Enquiry -Draft
European
Standard
(prEN)stage, technical and editorial
comments can be submitted.
Voting positions and comments
are agreed in National Technical
Committees and put forward by
each NSB. In the UK, this process
includes, the Public comment
period in order that comments
can be solicited and submitted
by people and organizations
outside the National Technical
Committee. Once a re-drafted
standard has been prepared
taking account of all the agreed

VALVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Repair and Reconditioning of Industrial Valves
Safety Relief Valve Repair, Service and Calibration
Isolation, Control, Pressure Reducing Valves
In-Situ Veriﬁcation of Safety Valve Set Point ( eritest)
In-situ Valve Repairs
On-Site Skills Team for Outage Work and Emergencies
Established Supply Chain for Valve Procurement and
Supply

‘Until the CEN
Consultant
has assessed
and agreed its
wording, the
draft European
Standard
cannot be
accepted...’
comments, it is passed to CEN
CENELEC Management Centre for
Formal Vote circulation.
At the Formal Vote -Final Draft
European Standard (FprEN)- stage,
only editorial comments can be
submitted. Voting positions and
comments are agreed in National
Technical Committees and submitted
by each NSB. This includes an
assessment by the responsible CEN
Consultant regarding the level of
alignment of the draft European
Standard with the Essential Safety
Requirements of the Directive with
which it is claiming compliance.
Until the CEN Consultant has
assessed and agreed its wording,
the
draft
European
Standard
cannot be accepted for publication
in the Official Journal. Once a redrafted standard has been prepared
taking account of all the accepted
comments, it is passed to the CEN
CENELEC Management Centre for
consideration for being published in
the Official Journal.

Contact Us

Service Centers
Oldham
Lancashire
Tel: 0161 624 9592
Email: sales@comid.co.uk
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Comid Engineering Limited
Walsall
West Midlands
Tel: 01922 721649
Email: sales@comid.co.uk
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Townﬁeld
Works
Greenacres Road
Oldham, OL4 2AB
www.comid.co.uk

Once the standard has passed
through all these stages and is
published in the Official Journal it
becomes a harmonized standard and
each EC Country then has to adopt
it as a National Standard (a BS EN in
the UK) and withdraw any conflicting
National Standards.

Typical day at
the office.
That’s why our products
are engineered for the
harshest environments.

Pressure Relief Valves
Triple Offset and High
Performance Butterfly Valves
In-House Automation and
Control Specialists
Asset Management and
Valve Repair Service

Two great companies. One convenient location. Over a century of service combined.
Curtiss-Wright Flow Control UK, Ltd. provides product and service solutions that
transform the way our customers work. Solent & Pratt redefines the boundaries of
isolation and butterfly control valves in design and performance. Farris Engineering
sets the standard, offering pressure relief valves and PRV management solutions
that support a facility’s entire lifecycle. From our premier facilities located in the UK
and globally, we can manufacture, set and test valves for critical service needs.

For more information visit us on the web at http://solentpratt.cwfc.com or http://farris.cwfc.com
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Reduce
operating
costs in high
pressure
applications
Pentair Valves & Controls offers a high
capacity safety valve to help plant
operators reduce life cycle costs and
minimize shut-down periods.
The Crosby HCI ISOFLEX® ensures cost-effective
power plant operation even in the high pressure
environments of today’s modern power plants. Its
unique full nozzle, flanged design and adjustable lift
option reduces maintenance costs to a minimum,
while maximizing plant efficiency.
Specifically designed for 300 to 3000 psig steam
generators, the HCI ISOFLEX® can withstand
temperatures up to 1100°F/593°C and is available in
various inlet sizes, ranging from 1½"/38.1mm up until
6"/15.24cm. An extensive range of interchangeable
spare parts enables operators to repair or exchange
components individually, avoiding costly replacements
and minimizing shut-down times.
Depending on the valve size, the HCI ISOFLEX®
offers a unique full nozzle, flanged design with a
fully removable nozzle. Unlike the more conventional
welded-nozzle designs, the full nozzle, flanged inlet
facilitates the repair or replacement of the nozzle,
making it one of the most cost-effective designs
available. Both welded and flanged set-ups meet
the requirements of the ASME Code Section I, and
relieving capacities are certified by the National Board
of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors.
The HCI ISOFLEX® is available with an optional
restricted lift feature to eliminate over-capacity and
ensure a more economic distribution of relieving
capacity between the drum and superheater safety
valves. This design not only reduces reaction forces
for a greater lifespan, but also allows for the use of
smaller superheater safety valves in some operations,
reducing the overall installation costs. Further benefits
58
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The Crosby HCI ISOFLEX® ensures cost-effective power plant
operation

include precise blowdown control due to a two ring
design and exceptional seat tightness up to 95% of
valve set pressure.
‘In today’s demanding power generation environment,
effective maintenance and long-life span of all
components is essential in order to stay competitive’,
comments Matt Buchanio, Global Product Manager
at Pentair Valves & Controls. ‘Our innovative designs
have been helping operators control costs for over 130
years and we now offer one of the widest portfolios
of pressure management services for the entire power
industry. The Crosby HCI ISOFLEX® safety valve was
specifically designed for the most demanding high
pressure environments and gives our customer the
opportunity to maximize plant efficiency without
affecting their profitability’.

Pentair Ltd.

Tel: 01858 467 281
www.pentair.com

Flowserve Announces
$9 Million Valve
Order from Nickel
Processing Plant

World Leading Experience in Flow Control

Flowserve to provide comprehensive plugand-ball valve offerings to meet customer
needs for wide variety of mining applications.

“We are confident in the ability
of our products to handle
the varied and challenging
services of the Long Harbour
processing facility.”
Flowserve Corporation, a leading provider of
flow control products and services for the global
infrastructure markets, recently announced that
it has received orders totalling more than $9
million for a range of valves serving a new nickel
ore processing facility located in Long Harbour,
Newfoundland, Canada.
Booked in 2012, the Flowserve products sold
include Worcester 44 series ball valves, Durco
T4E lined plug valves, Atomac lined ball valves
and McCanna top-entry ball valves. In addition,
Flowserve provided a number of valves with
customized designs and specialized materials.
“We are very excited to be selected as the
product supplier for this opportunity in Canada,”
said Paul Williams, vice president, Flow Control
Operations, Chemical Sector. “We are confident
in the ability of our products to handle the varied
and challenging services of the Long Harbour
processing facility.”
Flowserve is a preferred supplier for the Canadian
mining company because of its ability to provide
a comprehensive line of valves needed to cover
the wide variety of applications at the processing
plant. The orders can also be attributed to the
mining industry knowledge and experience of the
Flowserve network of distributors.

Flowserve Flow Control
(UK) Ltd

Introducing the CMA
Compact Modulating
Actuator for control
valve automation
The new CMA compact modulating actuator
joins the CVA range of electric process control
actuators, providing core functionality, compact
light weight and dependable accuracy. CMA is
the economical choice for process control.
Compact, robust and reliable.

This is Rotork Innovation.

Rotork process control
actuators eliminate the costs
and maintenance requirements
of instrument air, delivering
consistent high control
performance even in
extreme environments.
For detailed specifications
visit www.rotork.com

Tel: 01444 314400
www.flowserve.com

Redefining Flow Control
SUMMER 2013
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Tell me something I don’t know
Did you know that Gee Graphite Limited is 25 years
old at the end of this year and when it comes to
the Valve industry has unrivalled knowledge about
Graphite products, technical solutions and service
If you did know this, then you already know Gee Graphite Ltd and they would like to thank you for your
continued support. If you didn’t, Gee Graphite would like you to get to know them.
The
West
Yorkshire
based
company was founded in 1989
to offer customers a range of
industrial gasket and sealing
products based on expanded
flexible graphite. The business
developed in its intended markets
supplying high quality sealing
components to the industrial valve,
process equipment, chemical,
metallurgical, electronic, power
generation and other markets.
40% of graphite sales are now
exported with customers in
mainland Europe, USA, Japan and
China.

Chris Richmond,
Managing
Director

With a history of solving application
based problems from cryogenic
to elevated temperatures and
vacuum to high pressures, Gee
Graphite continue to supply high
quality products based on this
unique material to customers
globally.

Neil Dams,
Energised Sales
Technician

Within Gee Graphite Ltd is the
Geegraf Energised System (Live
Loading) which offers a full range
of products designed to eliminate
costly plant leakage problems
on valves, pumps and flange
connections.
Gavin Lyles, Sales
Manager

David Bell,
Export Sales
Manager
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The Energised department offer
a gland unpacking, inspection and
repacking service using a high
pressure water jet, this system
uses micro bursts of a focused
water jet at extremely high
pressure to remove valve stem/
pump packing materials of all
kinds.
Energised is backed by technical
staff with over two decades of
specialist experience in the power,
chemical /petrochemical industry.
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‘Gee Graphite is a company that
is determined to remain at the
cutting edge of manufacturing.’
Gee Graphite pride themselves on only supplying
premier grade raw materials offering customers high
quality products including:
• Graphite Foils
• Graphite Tapes
• Die Formed Graphite Rings / Corrosion Inhibited /
Oxidisation Resistant / PTFE Impregnated
• Graphite Braided Packing / PTFE Packing
• Machined Carbon Products / Valve Gland Spacers /
Support Rings
• Graphite Reinforced Sheets:
- Nickel Reinforced
- Stainless Steel Reinforced
- Stainless Steel Tanged Reinforced
- Polyurethane Reinforced
• Sigraflex Hochdruck
• SGL Group Products
• Portable Waterjet Packing Extractor
Feel free to contact one of the team for a free no
obligation quotation on T: 01924 480011 or email:
info@geegraphite.com
Thank you for getting to know Gee Graphite.

Gee Graphite Ltd

Tel: +44 (0)1924 480011
www.geegraphite.com

Hardide Coatings secures
significant grant for new drilling
industry hardfacing coating
Advanced surface coating specialist Hardide Coatings
has secured a grant of up to £250,000 under the
Technology Strategy Board’s ‘Smart’ scheme to
commercialise a novel coating that will enable a new
generation of hardfacing materials for use on drilling
tool and wear parts for industries including oil and
gas, mining and construction.
The ‘development of prototype’ grant from the UK’s
innovation agency will part-fund a two year project to
further develop, manufacture and test a new Hardide
coating for use in a hardfacing material that will enable
drilling tools and high wear parts to operate at peak
performance in severely abrasive environments where
current technologies fail.
The new material will complement Hardide’s existing
range of wear and erosion resistant coatings and offer
a level of durability and protection that is not currently
available from any surface technology in the market.
Offshore drilling is one of the main markets for the
technology. Oil and gas drilling environments are
becoming increasingly hostile as exploration and
production moves to deeper and harsher waters to exploit
remaining reserves. Existing protective technologies are
failing to provide the required drilling tool life and the
cost of equipment failure in these locations can quickly
run into millions of pounds in rig downtime alone.

Components being loaded into a Hardide reactor for
coating

prototype manufacturing facility at our plant in Bicester,
Oxfordshire and fast track the project to conclusion in
two years.’
The grant will pay up to £250,000 against agreed
expenditure over two years.

‘The ‘Smart’ grant will allow
us to establish a prototype
manufacturing facility at
our plant in Bicester...’

Philip Kirkham, CEO of Hardide Coatings, said: ‘The
successful completion of this project will produce an
innovative new coating and hardfacing material that
will offer users of drilling and downhole tools for the
oil and gas industry, as well as mining and construction
equipment an unprecedented level of wear and erosion
resistance. It has the potential to unlock new drilling and
cutting capabilities which will be of extremely high value
to users.
‘Laboratory development has been underway for the last
five years. The ‘Smart’ grant will allow us to establish a

‘Smart’ is a Technology Strategy Board scheme
offering funding to small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) to engage in R&D projects in the
strategically important areas of science, engineering
and technology, from which successful new
products, processes and services could emerge. The
Smart scheme supports R&D projects which offer
potentially significant rewards and could stimulate
UK economic growth.

Hardide Coatings Limited
Tel: +44 (0) 1869 353830
www.hardide.com
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Adanac’s Reshuffle
Friday 1st March 2013 saw a number of
managerial changes at Adanac Valve Specialities.
With consistent growth in recent years it was
seen as a necessary step to undertake changes
at management level to ensure continued and
consistent future growth.
While Susan Ball remains in overall charge, she takes
a part time role moving from Managing Director to
Chief Executive Officer. Day to day running of the
company now lies with Neil West who moves from
Engineering Director to Operations Director, and
previous Business Development Manager Steve Busby
who is promoted to Sales & Business Development
Director. As part of these changes, Adanac’s Internal
Sales Manager Dale Kingfisher has been promoted to
Internal Sales Director.

Steve Busby, Neil West and Dale Kingfisher

This managerial restructure coincides with the completion of
Adanac’s recent factory expansion which sees an increase in test
and storage capabilities and streamlines production systems. The
Maher ad 14/01/13_Layout 1 15/01/2013 09:56 Page 1
investment does not stop there with plans to move our degreasing

Global Metal Solutions
Oil & Gas

Aerospace

Naval & Marine

Fasteners
Valves
Pumps
Propeller Shafts

facility, significantly increasing the size
which will allow for larger product to be
cleaned.
Adanac’s investment in both staff and
our manufacturing facility highlights the
confidence in our products and services,
something emphasised by the increase
in sales figures year on year. Adanac
hope that these changes offer additional
benefits to customers, both with service
and production capabilities, and with
Adanac having an open door policy for
our customers, they welcome those
who wish to take a closer look at our
facilities. For further information please
contact steve@adanac.co.uk

Turbine Blades
Your Partner for High Integrity Materials
Nickel Alloys and Stainless Steels
•Extensive Bar
Stocks

Alloy 718

(W.Nr. 2.4668)

Alloy 400

(W.Nr. 2.4360)

•Sawing &
Heat Treatment

Alloy 625

(W.Nr. 2.4856)

Alloy 825

(W.Nr. 2.4858)

•Forged Components

Alloy K500

(W.Nr. 2.4375)

•CNC Machining

Alloy A286

(W.Nr. 1.4980)
(Grade 660B)

•Deep Hole Boring
Super Duplex

•Non-Destructive
Testing

F55 (S32760)

Susan Ball has moved from MD to CEO

Copper Alloys
Copper Nickel 70/30
Nickel Alumnium Bronze
Contact:

Telephone: + 44 114 290 9200 Telefax: + 44 114 290 9298 E-Mail: sales@maher.com
www.maher.com
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Adanac Valve Specialities Ltd
Tel: + 44 (0) 1359 240404
www.adanac.co.uk

New machinery investment keeps pace
with demand for Valvekits products
The burgeoning demand for Valvekits valve
mounting kits and associated products has enabled
the company to introduce three new machines to
increase the scope and scale of its manufacturing
abilities. New machinery is introduced as part of
a continuous investment plan, designed to ensure
that Valvekits stays at the forefront of technology.
A new CNC lathe now enables couplings to be machined
with an outer diameter of between 150 and 300mm
more rigidly and safely, as well as machining spools
with flange diameters up to 550mm. A second new
machine enables the manufacture of box sections with
dimensions up to 600mm x 400mm and spools with
heights of up to 400mm. In addition, screw cutting
can be achieved at lengths of up to 3 metres.
The third new machine in the latest investment has
the ability to turn flame cuts and spools with outer
diameters up to 700mm. The machine uses bigger
tooling to speed up the overall process.
The Valvekits machine shop operates on a 24 houra-day, 5 day week basis to meet the demands of
projects of every size and description, from urgent
valve mounting kits on next day deliveries to large

Work in progress in one area of the Valvekits factory machine shop

multi-product international contracts. Products are
manufactured with 100% material traceability and full
ISO BS9001:2008 certification for mounting kits.

Rotork Valvekits

Tel: +44 (0) 1623 440211
www.valvekits.co.uk

By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm

TECHNICAL

HOT SPOT

Hot Spot CEN TC69 2013 systematic review Steam Traps
The results of 2013 systematic review on the
following standards of CEN/TC 69 are now available:
The UK registered votes to continue each of the
standards for a further 5 years. On each standard only
5 member states recorded a vote with the majority
abstaining. On each standard Germany registered
votes to either revise or withdraw the standard.
The status of these standards will now be discussed
at the next CEN TC9 meeting in June 2013.

EN 26704:1991 “Automatic steam traps Classification” (exactly identical to ISO 6704:1982)
4 members voted for the confirmation. Germany
voted for the Revision.
EN 26948:1991 “Automatic steam traps Production and performance characteristic tests”
(exactly identical to ISO 6948:1981)
4 members voted for the confirmation. Germany
voted for the Revision.

EN 26553:1991 “Automatic steam traps - Marking”
(exactly identical to ISO 6553:1980)
4 members voted for the confirmation. Germany
voted for the withdrawal.

EN 27841:1991 “Automatic steam traps Determination of steam loss - Test methods”
(exactly identical to ISO 7841:1988)
4 members voted for the confirmation. Germany
voted for the Revision.

EN 26554:1991 “Flanged automatic steam traps
- Face-to-face dimensions” (exactly identical to ISO
6554:1980)
3 members voted for the confirmation. Germany
and France voted for the withdrawal.

EN 27842:1991 “Automatic steam traps Determination of discharge capacity - Test
methods” (exactly identical to ISO 7842:1988)
4 members voted for the confirmation. Germany
voted for the Revision.
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Growth continues at
Re-branded CVS
As a fast growing business, Control Valve Solutions
(CVS) has established a foothold within the Aberdeen
oil and gas sector, with strong growth over the past 4
years. In 2012, Denvir, an award winning full service
marketing agency, was appointed to review and
improve the company’s marketing to strengthen the
CVS brand.
Whilst successful commercially, Denvir’s customer
research pointed to exceptional customer service levels
within CVS, that the team felt were not considered to
be truly reflected in the marketing and branding of the
company. As such Denvir developed both a marketing
and brand strategy for CVS to elevate the business to
compete in the wider marketplace and a new brand
identity that would communicate the company’s profile
and ambition in years to come.
The Denvir team worked very closely with CVS’
Marketing Manager Vicky Greenhalgh who said ‘It has
been a valuable experience appointing an external
agency so we can share the expertise of people who
are at the top of their industry. For any company
the decision to re-brand is difficult especially when
weighing up the commercial value but we had the
confidence in the Denvir team to ensure that we will
get the best return on our investment with the CVS
brand moving from strength to strength.’
Claire Kinloch, Managing Director of Denvir who
headed up the team said ‘CVS is a highly successful
business in its sector, however it was not capitalising
on the exceptional profile it was developing amongst its
customer base in terms of its brand communications. It
had the opportunity to raise its profile through a more
refined, professional brand identity and supporting
marketing collateral that would enable it to compete
better within this highly driven marketplace.’
Denvir was founded in 2003 by Suzanne George (CEO).
Today it remains independent and is now managed in
partnership with Claire Kinloch. The award-winning
business is committed to ‘making a difference to
clients’, ensuring an in-depth understanding of
their business and corporate needs, as well as their
marketing requirements. From strategic planning,
research and insight, through to operational delivery,
Denvir acknowledges the vital link between commercial
success, brand building and creative communications.
‘Denvir provided strong leadership throughout the
marketing strategy and brand development process,
with exceptional research and insight into our sector
that enabled us to work collaboratively together
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CVS’s exhibition kit, produced in line with its new brand
guidelines

to develop a plan that we all bought into. We are
delighted with the resulting marketing strategy, plan
and branding platform that we believe will help take
CVS to the next growth phase in our business’ said
Mick Beavers, Managing Director, CVS.
To date CVS’ marketing collateral has been re-branded
starting with a new logo incorporating the strap
line “Leading Industry Specialists” which evolved
from Denvir’s research and a series of brainstorming
workshops. The new logo and design style has been
used in corporate presentations, literature, business
cards and a new exhibition kit which was launched
at an NOF Energy Networking Lunch with Talisman
Energy back in January at the Hilton Tree Tops Hotel
in Aberdeen. The team will now spend the next few
months focussing on marketing for Offshore Europe
where again CVS is planning an even more eye catching
stand than the last show in 2011.

Control Valve Solutions

Tel: 01224 583116
www.controlvalvesolutions.co.uk

Leengate gain WRAS approval
Leengate Valves is pleased to announce
that it now holds full WRAS approval for
the LV9911 and LV9912 Butterfly valves,
40mm to 300mm, with EPDM liner and
Stainless Steel Disc.
This approval complements an already
extensive range of WRAS products. Leengate
Valves also supply Butterfly valves up to
600mm in size, from stock.
New Range
In addition, Leengate Valves would also
like to announce they now have stock up
to 400mm of their new range of Knife
Gate valves. The new range is soon to be
joined by Lever and Pneumatically Operated
variations.

BVAA welcomes users’
views and articles.
Submissions to
jimmy@bvaa.org.uk

The LV991 and LV9912 butterfly valves

Leengate Valves Limited
Tel: + 44 01773 521 555
www.leengatevalves.co.uk

A comprehensive range of

Fisher Control Valves
backed by our expertise &
available from stock
Fisher’s extensive range of control valves are
suitable for varying processes throughout
industry including the Petrochemical, Chemical,
Oil, Gas, Pharmaceutical, Paper, Nuclear, Utilities
and Food & Beverage industries.

Intelligent Flow Management
We are one of the UK’s leading
manufacturers and distributors of
fluid control equipment, offering a
comprehensive range of process and
instrumentation valves, filters and
ancillary equipment.
Our expertise and experience enables
us to offer complete valve packages
to suit your individual requirements
including:
Valve automation
Project management
Inventory management
Control systems
Clean build
Set up & testing
Design & technical support

Fluid control engineers since 1866

+44 (0) 151 488 7222
www.heaps.co.uk
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SIPOS Aktorik appoints
Head of Purchasing
SIPOS Aktorik has expanded its management team
with the appointment of a Head of Purchasing.
Karl-Franz Müller is recruited to the position
with responsibility for strategic purchasing and
department management for the electric actuator
manufacturer.

‘The senior purchasing role is
therefore strategically important
for SIPOS and Mr Müller joins the
company with extensive industry
experience and credentials.’
With a production output of around 12,000 units per
annum, SIPOS Aktorik has earned a reputation for
innovation with pioneering variable speed actuators
which sit alongside standard actuation products.
The senior purchasing role is therefore strategically
important for SIPOS and Mr Müller joins the company
with extensive industry experience and credentials.

Karl-Franz Müller, Head of Purchasing, SIPOS Aktorik

Karl Müller moves from the position of Strategic Buyer
with Schleifring GmbH. Previous posts have included
Program Manager and buyer roles for SATLYNX
GmbH. Practical electrical engineering experience also
features on his CV with technical engineering positions
for Friedrich Merk Telefonbau GmbH and Siemens AG.
An impressive set of qualifications gained by Mr Müller
include Master of Arts, Advanced Management; Master
of Business Administration; Technical Management
and Electric Engineering.

SIPOS Aktorik

Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141
www.sipos.de

By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm

Hot Spot EN 14141
Result of Formal Vote
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FprEN 14141 “Valves for natural gas
transportation in pipelines - Performance
requirements and test”
This preliminary standard was submitted to
Formal Vote which closed on 17 March 2013.
The draft was approved unanimously with
comments. The standard will now be ratified by
CEN in due course.

9th Biennial Valve World Conference & Exhibition
9. Internationale Fachmesse mit Kongress für Industrie-Armaturen

Düsseldorf, Germany, 2– 4 December 2014

www.valveworldexpo.com

Sponsored by:

Supported by:

Messe Düsseldorf GmbH
Postfach 10 10 06
40001 Düsseldorf
Germany
Tel. + 49 (0)2 11/45 60-01
Fax + 49 (0)2 11/45 60-6 68
www.messe-duesseldorf.de
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Versatile Controls Introduce Low Power
Hazardous Area Solenoid Operator

The operator is manufactured in 316 stainless steel and is suitable for all hazardous locations

Versatile Controls Ltd - the UK distributor for
Versa Products Company - offers their latest
compact heavy duty solenoid operator with
integral junction box for use with all of their
stainless steel and brass solenoid valves. The
operator is manufactured in 316 stainless steel
and is suitable for all hazardous locations.

of a low power, high temperature class ‘H’ solenoid
coil as standard. This has a nominal rating of 1.8
watts, and a solenoid coil with a power rating of 0.85
watt is to be introduced at a later date.
Other features include a 360° rotating solenoid
operator that allows compact cable fitting, high
temperature surge suppression diodes, and stainless
steel solenoid exhaust port mufflers and dirt excluders.
The solenoid operator is also approved and suitable
for low temperature applications to minus 40°C.
Versa manufacture solenoid valves with internal pilot
pressure operating direct from the main inlet of the
valve. With this feature, the 1.8 watts power of the
solenoid coil is strong enough to operate all Versa
valves from ¼" to 1" port size. These valves can offer
flow rates from 1500 to 12000 lts/min and working
pressures up to 14 bar.
Solenoid valves fitted with the new solenoid operator
meet all the requirements to provide a level of
systematic integrity of SIL 3 as per IEC 61508.

The solenoid operator low power, high temperature class ‘H’
solenoid coil as standard

Approved and certified by IEC and ATEX - Ex d e T*
Gb, it also has North American NEC 500 and 505
certification as well as INMETRO for Brazil.
Suitable for most DC & AC voltages worldwide, the
main features of the solenoid operator are the fitting
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Versatile Controls Ltd
Tel: 01452 731447
www.versatilecontrols.co.uk
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Flow control repeat
order for Valveforce
from Algeria
Valveforce have won a significant repeat order from
a major oil company in Algeria to supply a range of
stainless steel industrial flow control products.
The 42" highly durable units, which will be used in a
demanding application, were supplied within 72 hours
of the initial enquiry – which could not be matched by
other providers. Valveforce also offered its technical
advice as standard so that the precise demands of the
application could be met.
This latest order for Valveforce follows the company’s
winning contract to supply 12" stainless steel gate
valves to Dangote’s Obajana Cement Plant in Nigeria,
the largest cement plant in sub-Saharan Africa.
In addition to its industrial flow products, Valveforce
also provide a wide range of control valves, self-acting
regulators, pipeline products, steam solutions and
hygienic valves.

Valveforce

Tel: + 44(0)121 7111 908
www.valveforce.co.uk
The units were supplied within 72 hours of the initial enquiry

Expanded fleet
for AUMA
engineers
The latest investment from Somerset based AUMA
UK is an expanded fleet for its network of AUMA
engineers to ensure they are able to provide
proactive, preventative maintenance and support
to the company’s electric actuation solutions.

New vehicles support AUMA’s focus on proactive,
preventative maintenance.

Responding to a growing installed base for AUMA’s
modular actuation technology, additional engineers
have been recruited and new support vehicles include
response vans permanently located close to customers’
sites. The fully equipped vehicles contain tools, parts
and training materials.

AUMA UK forms part of the global AUMA organisation.

AUMA service expertise encompasses all process
control industries including power, water and oil/
gas. Capability includes skills in retrofits and power
industry outage support.
The UK team is able to draw on additional support from
its German parent organisation’s dedicated service
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centre in Cologne – the facilities and investment in
service resource and equipment confirms the AUMA
group’s commitment to after-sales.

Auma Actuators Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141
www.auma.com

www.controlvalvesolutions.co.uk

• Bespoke Valve Supply
• Independent valve specialist partnered with leading manufacturers
• Bespoke valves within standard delivery times

• Valve Service, Repair, Installation & Commissioning
• Guaranteed 24-hour UK site response on/offshore
• 2,500 m2 facility in Portlethen – ISO9001:2008 & ISO14001
accredited; FPAL Verified Status

• Valve Testing & Performance Monitoring
• In-house testing and predictive diagnostics
• On/offshore maintenance to API and FCI standards

• CVS Valve ManagerTM
• Full valve life management for preventative maintenance to
minimise planned and unexpected outages

Tel: 01224 583116 | Email: sales@controlvalvesolutions.co.uk | Web: www.controlvalvesolutions.co.uk
Badentoy Road, Badentoy Business Park, Portlethen, Aberdeenshire AB12 4YA

FPAL Verify

Verified

Certificate No: 7835
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Schischek acquired
by Rotork
Rotork p.l.c., the market leading actuator
manufacturer and flow control company, has
announced the acquisition of the entire share
capital of the operating companies of the
Schischek group. Schischek is a leader in the
design, manufacture and sale of explosionproof electric actuators, sensors, transmitters
and controllers, principally for the heating,
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), chemical,
pharmaceutical, shipbuilding and offshore
industries.
Schischek will become part of Rotork’s Controls
division and Roland Graf, the current Managing
Director of Schischek, will remain in this position.
The acquisition increases Rotork’s existing range of
explosion-proof actuators and provides Rotork with
exposure to an attractive new end market.
Schischek product ranges encompass rotary and
linear electric actuators and control systems
providing on-off and positional control for 2 and
3-way valves and dampers, including spring-return
options. Actuator ranges are complemented by
transmitting and switching sensors for differential
pressure, temperature and humidity and other
accessories including door holder magnets.
Designed and manufactured to the highest possible
standards and in accordance with ATEX94/9/EC,
Schischek products are suitable for operation in Ex
zones 1, 2, 21, & 22 where gases, vapours, mists and
dust may be present in the environment. Widespread
applications include many industrial processes that
use potentially explosive media, extraction units in
tunnel systems or air flow control units in chemical
laboratories, dust extraction systems in paint lines,
waste water plants, container ships and tankers,
oil and gas platforms and gas pipeline compressor
stations.

Schischek ExRun S explosion-proof electric actuator for globe
and 3-way valves

Schischek products are used throughout the world
and are approved and certificated by Ex, UL, CSA
(both US and Canada), ExGostR and IECEx. Products
are also IP66 and SIL2 rated.
Commenting on the acquisition Peter France, Rotork
Chief Executive, said: ‘Schischek is an excellent
addition to Rotork’s Controls division. Schischek’s
explosion-proof products, which are highly regarded
for their quality and reliability, will enhance our range
of electric actuators and enlarge our addressable
market.’
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Schischek Ltd

Tel: +44 1245 256007
www.schischek.co.uk

25 – 26 June 2013 – Houston, Texas, USA

www.valveworldexpoamericas.com
KCI Corporation
15 Toronto Street, Suite 502
Toronto, ON M5C 2E3
Canada
Tel. +1 416 361 7030
Fax +1 416 361 6191
t.elshof@kci-world.com
www. kci-world.com
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Spirax Sarco wins praise for hands-on
training of aspiring engineers
Spirax Sarco has won praise
from local schools for giving
engineering students the chance
to train and gain hands-on
experience using leading-edge
industrial steam equipment.
The company opened its doors as
part of the Launchpad initiative,
which is a partnership of four
schools around Tewkesbury that
aims to deliver an outstanding
platform for applied learning.
Steam systems specialist Spirax
Sarco has been working with
Launchpad since 2012, and has
recently provided training for 20
youngsters as part of a Level 2
Engineering Diploma.
‘The 20 pupils from Tewkesbury,
Cleeve and Chipping Campden
Schools
received
professional
training using real products and
test equipment that is not normally
available to such youngsters,’ says
Chris Flippance of Tewkesbury
School.
‘This gave them the
opportunity to develop basic skills,
carry out measurements and
appreciate the importance of a
planned engineering maintenance
system.

Manufacturers of Pressure
Regulators and Control Valves
Pilot Operated
Steam Regulator

Pilot Operated
Regulator

Pressure Reducing/
Relief Regulator

ESME Valves Ltd
Tel: 44 (0) 1256 464646
Fax: 44 (0) 1256 841597
e-mail: sales@esme-valves.co.uk

www.esme-valves.co.uk
miniadver-esme.indd 1
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Students from the Launchpad initiative

‘We look forward to working with
[Spirax Sarco] again in the future.
We are very fortunate to have such
a capable local partner supporting our engineering training programme.’
This is not the only scheme for
local students that Spirax Sarco
are involved in as the engineering
company is helping young people
to develop their business and
entrepreneurial skills by lending
support to the Gloucestershire
Young Enterprise programme,
including sponsorship of the Trade
Exhibition event, which took place
on 5th March at Cheltenham Town
Hall.
Open to the public, the Trade
Exhibition is part of the Young
Enterprise company programme
aimed at students aged 1519. Over the course of a year,
students participating in the
programme have set-up and run
their own businesses, with an
emphasis on core business skills
such as marketing, sales, finance
and customer care.
The Trade Exhibition will mark the
culmination of their efforts, with

each business being required to
exhibit their work at the event,
and participate in a ‘Dragons’ Den’
style interview on their projects.
Judges will score teams against
various categories, with the
winner entering the regional stage
of the competition.
‘It’s our belief that large UK organisations all have a responsibility to the younger generation to
help with the transition between
education and employment,’ says
Roger Glassonbury, Customer
Training Manager at Spirax Sarco
UK. ‘That’s also why we’ve invested heavily in our own apprenticeships and graduate programmes,
as well as working closely with
local schools to find the engineers
of the future.’

Spirax Sarco Ltd

Tel: : 01242 521361
www.spiraxsarco.com/uk

ACTUATED SOLUTIONS LTD
Valve Automation Specialists

ACTUATED SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR INDUSTRY
Actuated Solutions is the UK’s leading
independent supplier of valve automation
products. With an in depth knowledge of
our products, our customers’ requirements
and our commitment to quality we provide
a level of technical support missing from
many of today’s leading suppliers.

HQ Electric Actuators
10,000Nm with a variety of control options including fail-safe battery
backup actuators. The HQ is now widely used throughout the UK by some
of the industries leading manufacturers and utility companies. HQ electric

ET Series Scotch Yoke Actuators
ET heavy duty scotch yoke actuators are ATEX, PED and CE
can be supplied with jack screw or hydraulic manual override
systems. Combined with our APL valve position monitors, we are
now able to supply pneumatic actuators complete with controls
for larger Oil and Gas applications.

Rack & Pinion Pneumatic Actuators
90°, 180° and 3-position fail mid actuators which are available
in anodised aluminium. In addition to the aluminium design
we have a ductile iron version for aggressive atmospheres /
offshore locations. All designs conform to Namur and ISO 5211
standards.
CALL US ON

01243 827469

EMAIL US ON

sales@actuated-solutions.co.uk

www.actuated-solutions.co.uk
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ABB Smart positioners
save money
Maybe you think that your existing conventional
valve positioners provide the accuracy you need.
However, Jo Kirkbride, Actuator & Positioning
Product Manager for ABB, argues that there are
too many other advantages at stake to ignore the
drive to go digital.
The spread of communications technologies such
as fieldbus means that smart valve positioners have
really come into their own in recent years. Virtually
all new-build control schemes will now incorporate
smart positioners, while most existing installations
tend to upgrade to smarter systems whenever their
old analogue controls need to be replaced. Whether
it’s a new-build project or an upgrade, the advantages
of going digital are clear.
Commissioning
The benefits begin with installation and commissioning.
Unlike conventional positioners, which must be
mechanically configured in a process that can take up
to three or four hours per valve, smart positioners use
an autostroke routine to set themselves to the valve in
as little as two to three minutes. Since many large sites
will have hundreds of valves, this can have a significant
impact on scheduling for a new-build or downtime for
an upgrade project.
In addition, many valves may be sited in inaccessible
locations or an inhospitable environment, which
means that the ability to communicate with them
remotely from set-up onwards will yield significant
savings. Smart positioners are typically equipped with
at least one communications protocol
and sometimes more. For example,
ABB positioners can communicate using
4-20mA, HART, Profibus or FOUNDATION
Fieldbus.
Recalibration
Because they are controlled electronically
and offer a much higher data resolution,
smart positioners are less vulnerable to
drift and tend to stick closely to their
programmed tasks over a longer time
than traditional positioners. This is also
due to the fact that the components are
generally smaller, which makes them less
vulnerable to disturbances such as plant
vibrations.
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This feature, coupled with auto-stroking, means that
many users of smart positioners find that they never
have to reset their units after commissioning.
Even if they do need attention, however, smart
positioners can be recalibrated at the touch of a button
using the same routines as commissioning. This goes
even further towards minimising any downtime.
Reduced air costs
Cutting energy costs is paramount in today’s climate
of escalating prices. Any chance to reduce the energy
used to generate compressed air is especially valuable,
since around 90% of the energy consumed by a
compressor ends up as waste heat, not compressed
air. This effectively makes compressed air ten times
more expensive than electricity.
So it’s important when choosing a smart positioner
to check its air consumption. The following example
provides an idea of the type of savings that can be
achieved using a smart positioner.
Let’s assume that we have standardised on one of the
top five positioners in the UK market and that these
positioners spend 50% of their operational time in a
steady state position (steady set-point). Assuming a
compressed air cost of 1p per scfm (standard cubic
feet per minute), the cost of this wasted energy, in
the worst case, can be as much as £2,106.78 per year.
Now let’s assume that we replace these positioners
with an ABB TZIDC smart positioner. Based on the
ABB Smart positioner

above, the intelligent control of compressed air
consumption provided by the TZIDC will save between
£500 & £1,200 per year per positioner.
Maintenance
In many instances, particularly those with fairly constant
or predictable loads, the amount of wear on control
valves is likely to be very limited. For such applications it
is usually sufficient to use positioners that are typically
expected to handle 100,000 strokes. However, for
processes where changes are likely to be more frequent
or less predictable or where accurate control is critical,
it is essential to use equipment that can deliver a
consistently fast response for as long as possible.
Compared with manual control systems, today’s smart
positioners provide scope for significant maintenance
cost savings. For a start, remote communications
mean that engineers no longer have to physically
check every unit to pinpoint those that need attention.
Moreover, some of today’s smart positioners now
also offer data gathering and diagnostic capabilities
that can help to reduce unplanned maintenance to
an absolute minimum. A simple example might be
counting valve open/close cycles in order to predict
the amount of wear on the valve trim, stem or seals.
When they first arrived on the market, smart
positioners found a home predominantly in industries
with the most to gain, such as large chemical plants.

However, their entry was restricted when it came to
certain applications, such as those in hazardous areas
where all-pneumatic systems were still the norm. That
is no longer the case.
For example, ABB’s range, including its new EDP300
positioner, features an intrinsically safe, stainless steel
Exia-rated version and SIL2 variant for safety-critical
applications.
Summary
The continuing developments in smart positioner
technology, coupled with the benefits of enhanced cost
efficiency, greater accuracy and reduced maintenance,
make them increasingly attractive for both new and
retro-fit installations in all industries.
Furthermore, their ability to offer improved energy
performance over traditional devices makes them
ideal for businesses looking for new ways to beat the
continuing escalation in fuel prices currently affecting
UK industries.

ABB Ltd

Tel: 0870 600 6122
www.abb.co.uk

PumP & ValVe

Tough,
Long-lasting
Solutions
Our unique Technox® range of advanced ceramics
has consistently outperformed any hard material.
This ensures extended component life and reduced
process downtime, resulting in significant cost savings.
Technox® – in a class of its own.

We tailor make
engineering components to
our customers’ specifications

www.dynacer.com
T: +44 (0)1270 501000

E: info@dynacer.com
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One Direction for
Valveforce Check Valves
Valveforce, the flow control and steam system
specialists have unveiled a new range of flat-disc
check valves that can benefit pump designs by
providing up to 300% less power consumption than
traditional valves.

‘...Valveforce’s check valves give a very
compact installation because they are
designed to fit between flanges.’
When compared size for size with conventional swing
and lift-type check valves, Valveforce’s check valves
give a very compact installation because they are
designed to fit between flanges.
With a buffered cone that enables excellent resistance
to flow, these new check valves allow flow in one
direction only when installed in pipeline systems. The
flow is then ‘checked’ if the flow direction is reversed.
The comprehensive Valveforce range, which is available
with attractive delivery times, includes double disc
check valves for very low pressure drops. The split
disc design overcomes all size and pressure drop
limitations.

Variable speed
technology selected
for Taiwan scheme
SIPOS Aktorik’s specialist variable speed actuators are
supporting modernisation of the Hsinta power plant
in Taiwan. Originally built in 1994, Taipower’s natural
gas-fired combined-cycle scheme is undergoing an
upgrade and an initial 60 SIPOS HiMod actuators are
being installed to replace early actuation technology.

For small to
medium pipes
there are spring
and disc check
valves that are
designed for rapid
opening and closing.
These are ideal on boiler
feed lines where they can protect
the boiler and feed water tank
from flooding by use of a heavy
duty spring.

Valveforce’s tilting disc check valves provide a rapid
response with an oblique seat design that reduces
closing travel – and completing the range are swing
check valves that provide an alternative to spring and
disc valves as they have far fewer limitations on size.

Valveforce

Tel: + 44(0)121 7111 908
www.valveforce.co.uk

Representing Taipower’s largest gas-fired investment
to date, the 2,420MW combined-cycle installation was
designed for peak and intermediate load generation. The
newly installed electric actuators play a key role for valve
control, ensuring continuous duty while responding to a
variety of operating and load conditions.
SIPOS’ high-end, modulating duty version HiMod
actuators were selected to support the plant’s
modernisation programme, which included conversion
to a Siemens DCS. The specialist variable speed
functionality of SIPOS’ actuators enhances the efficiency
and flexibility of flow control processes at the site.
As a former division of Siemens, SIPOS has long-standing
actuation expertise dating back over 100 years and is
ideally placed to support Siemens technology.

SIPOS Aktorik

Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141
www.sipos.de
60 SIPOS HiMod actuators are installed at the Hsinta power plant.
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The new check
valves allow flow in
one direction only
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K Controls extend their range of valve
position monitors for use in hazardous
atmospheres and hostile environments
K Controls, the UK based manufacturer of
networking and monitoring equipment is proud
to announce its extended range of valve position
monitors for use in hazardous atmospheres and
hostile environments.
The 007-100 and 007-120 Exd or Exia IIC Position
Monitors are ATEX, IECEx and INMETRO certified for use
in gas Zones 1 and 2 and dust Zones 21 and 22. Exd and
AExd versions are also available with NEC 505 cCSAus
certification marking for use in Canada and the USA.
For Canada the products are gas certified Ex d IIC T6
and dust certified Ex tb IIIC, Class II, Groups E, F and
G; IP66/IP67 or IP68.
For the USA the products are gas certified Class I Zone
1, AEx d IIC T6 and dust certified Zone 21, AEx tb/tD
T85oC; IP66/IP67 or IP68.
There are also versions for non-hazardous areas.
The CE marked, IP66/IP67 or IP68 enclosures are
supplied in either coated aluminium, ANC 4B (316)
stainless steel or special exotic materials for sub-sea
use.
Metric and NPT cable entries up to M25 and ¾" are
available.
The products have been designed to accommodate,
as an option, the latest version of the top mounted
highly visible Klearvision position indicator that can be

007-100 Exd IIC Position Monitor in coated aluminium with
Klearvision position indicator

used in IIC hazardous areas. It is directly driven from
the input shaft, no internal gearing is required.
The 007-100 is a compact solution that can contain
up to 2 switches or a 4-20mA position transmitter.
Two point cover fixing reduces commissioning times.
The larger 007-120 can contain up to 4 switches and
a 4-20mA position transmitter.
For Exia and Exd applications the ambient temperature
ranges have, where possible, been extended. With
certain content combinations some Exia versions can
achieve -50oC to +70oC at T6 or -50oC to +80oC at
T4. Similarly some Exd versions can achieve -60oC to
+70oC at T6 or -60oC to +120oC at T4.
Baseefa have issued K Controls with ingress
protection test reports. Both the 007-100 and 007120 enclosures have passed IP 66, IP67 and IP68 tests
to EN 60529:1991. IP 68 at a depth of 30 metres
for 96 hours. Standard units are rated IP66 and IP67.
IP68 versions are available to special order. Sub-sea
connectors and cable can also be supplied.
There is a very extensive range of monitoring
equipment that can be fitted in this new range of
Position Monitors.

007-120 Exd IIC Position Monitor in stainless steel with
Klearvision position indicator
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Switch options include micro switches, hermetically
sealed magnetically operated reed switches and
standard or failsafe inductive proximity sensors.
Potentiometers of various different values can be
geared or directly driven. A solenoid back wiring facility

can be provided so that switches and solenoid can be
wired to the control room via a single multicore cable
without the requirement for a separate junction box.
007-100 and 007-120’s fitted with certain switches
are suitable for both Low and High Demand scenario
applications at SIL1 or SIL2 of IEC 61508. Exia
versions fitted with proximity sensors are suitable for
both Low and High Demand scenario applications at
SIL2 of IEC 61508. Exia versions fitted with fail safe
proximity sensors and used in conjunction with safety
rated barriers, are suitable for both Low and High
Demand scenario applications at SIL3 of IEC 61508.
Declarations of Conformity are available on request.
For continuous feedback of valve position or for
monitoring the performance of critical emergency
shutdown valves during partial stroke testing, 4-20mA,
4-20mA + HART®, PROFIBUS® PA or FOUNDATION™
FIELDBUS position transmitters are available in K4-20
variants.
Designed for use in the oil, gas and petrochemical
industries these units can be fitted to a wide range of
quarter turn or linear valve actuators.

K Controls Ltd

Tel: 01895 449601
www.k-controls.co.uk
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Consultant,
Peter Churm

Hot Spot EN ISO
4126-7 FDIS Vote
Result of the parallel Formal / FDIS Vote on
FprEN ISO 4126-7
FprEN ISO 4126-7 “Safety devices for
protection against excessive pressure - Part 7:
Common data” was submitted to the parallel
Formal / FDIS Vote which closed on 24 March
2013.
The draft was approved unanimously with
comments, in ISO and in CEN. The standard
will now in due course be published by ISO and
ratified by CEN.

Ultra Deep Water brings more challenges
than just an alien environment.
BEL Valves Ltd deliver high integrity valves for water depths to 3000m where alien creatures
inhabit the water and where reliability is critical.
We always operate:
l in ultra-deep water l at extremes of pressure l at extremes of temperature
For further information visit www.belvalves.com or email sales@belvalves.com

Excellence
in Valve
Engineering
Excellence
in Valve
Engineering

www.belvalves.com
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Elastomer liner -

the key to success for KSB
The heart of a centred disc butterfly valve is the
elastomer liner. It ensures tight sealing at the
flanged line connections, the seat/disc interface and
the stem passages. On high-quality butterfly valves
the stem has no contact with the fluid handled.
To ensure the upper and lower stem passages are
uniformly leak-tight across the entire 90-degree
disc rotation, the liners are spherically machined at
these points. Since the valve disc is also specially
machined at the stem passages, it fits perfectly into
the spherically shaped liner (Fig.1). The result is
reliable sealing to atmosphere.
Tight sealing at the flanged line connections is achieved
by compressing the liner between the body and the pipe
flanges. In the closed position, the disc seals the valve
by pressing its edge into the liner. This compression
uses the elasticity of the liner to avoid damage during
the penetration of the disc. The penetrating disc also
ensures that butterfly valves remain tight even if the
differential pressure is relatively high.
While standards for metal materials prescribe the
quality of the metal, its mechanical and chemical
properties, as well as the surface quality, comparable
standards for polymers do not exist. Elastomer is only
given its properties in the course of the production
process, with its quality being dependent on both the
production process and vulcanisation. The properties
required for liners of butterfly valves are many and
include: elasticity, hardness and duration for tightness,
good friction coefficient for opening and closing
operations, chemical compatibility, and resistance
to ageing in terms of temperatures chemicals. The
composition, the mixing process and then the kneading
are crucial for obtaining its final properties.
This applies in particular to the visco-elasticity of the
elastomer, which is its capability to deform under load
and revert to its original state after a given period of
time. Tight shut-off is achieved through the contact
between the edge of the metal disc and the liner. It
must not decrease if the valve remains in the closed
position for a prolonged period of time. The synthetic
rubber must not show any signs of compression from
the valve’s disc. Referred to as the compression set, this
a property dependent on the material’s visco-elasticity.
During valve opening and closing, the disc is in contact
with the liner. This action must not cause wear to the
liner and the friction between the two elements must
not result in an increased actuating torque.
The right geometry of the contact areas of the elastomer
and the metal as well as the tolerances which allow
the elastomer to deform makes the design of the parts
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Figure 1. Section through a soft-seated centred ISORIA
butterfly valve showing the three important sealing points.

extremely complex. However, it is of crucial importance
for the valve’s quality and service life. In the case of
KSB’s butterfly valves, the shape of the liner is designed
using CAD (finite element method). This ensures the
exact determination of the contact between the disc
and the liner in order to minimise the operating torque,
thereby reducing the size of actuators and reducing
energy consumption.
KSB has a policy of keeping elastomer its expertise within
the Group because this ensures that it can influence the
product’s quality and respond to customer needs.
KSB’s valve factory in La Roche-Chalais, France,
manufactures 420,000 liners for 1,600 different
products each year (Fig.2). This means that 200 to 220
tonnes of synthetic rubber are produced using about
40 basic formulas. This variety is necessary to cover a
wide range of media such as fluids, gases, aggressive
media or food as well as operating conditions with
temperatures from - 20°C to + 200°C and pressures
up to 25 bar. A further issue that has to be taken into
account is the regulations and different technical codes.

the subsequent production processes (injection or
compression moulding), the volume and the shape of
the parts to be manufactured. New rubber types are
developed at the La Roche-Chalais factory, while the
elastomers are subjected to permanent testing at KSB’s
research centre in Gradignan.
KSB closely cooperates with partners such as the
Research and Control Laboratories for Synthetic Rubber
and Plastic (Laboratoires de Recherches et de Contrôle
du Caoutchouc et des Plastiques - LRCCM) Cetim and
Elastopôle. KSB believes that its programme of research
and development enables it to continue providing longlasting liners for up to 30 years in accurately specified
service conditions.
The elastomer production line at La Roche-Chalais

The rubbers used by KSB are a mixture of 60% basic
elastomers, approximately 30% carbon black used
as reinforcing additive, 5 - 10% plasticisers and
vulcanisation agents. Finding the right mixing ratio
is a highly complex task which takes into account

KSB

Tel: +44 1509 231872
www.ksb.com

Zoedale to Supply 319
Actuators to Prestigious Middle
East Construction Project
Following on from the success of an initial order
for 41 actuators to suit large 350mm and 600mm
butterfly valves to a very prestigious development
in Qatar, Zoedale have now supplied a further 278
actuators for the same project for a wider variety
of valves.
Zoedale are the UK distributor for the Bernard
Controls range of high quality electric actuators and
have delivered an order worth €240,000 to supply
actuators and mounting kits to a Middle Eastern
construction company via a UK consultancy. This
follows on from an initial order worth €60,000.
Initially Zoedale were contacted to specify actuators
for use in a large chilled water system using the
customer’s specified valves. A selection of butterfly
valves ranging from 65mm to 600mm.
This is where Zoedale excel, their team of engineers
specified the actuators and mounting requirements
to suit from the valve manufacturers drawings and
datasheets. The actuators worked at a range of 60Nm
to 5800Nm and included both on/off actuators and
modulating actuators. The actuator controls were a
mixture of simple limit switches and integral controls
providing both local and remote control capabilities.
This variety ensured that the most cost effective
solution for the valve control was provided.
Part of the challenge was to ensure the actuators
mounted correctly to the valves so the Zoedale
technical team sourced mounting kits where required.
The customer sent a sample of each valve to the
Zoedale site in Bedford where each package was

One of Zoedale’s actuators fitted to a butterfly valve

mounted and operated under test conditions and
witnessed by the UK Customer. These sample units
were then shipped to the site in The Middle East to
assist with commissioning.
The well established technical team at Zoedale has
helped them to become well known in the market place
for supplying solutions rather than just products. Not
being tied to a particular manufacturer ensures their
customers always get a solution that is right for them
at a competitive price.

Zoedale Plc

Tel: 01234 832832
www.zoedale.co.uk
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Subsea pressure regulator
for depths to 3000m/10000ft
Pressure Tech have developed a range of subsea pressure regulators
to operate at depths up to 3,000m/10,000ft. The regulators use the
external seawater as a reference pressure and have the ability to vary
the set-point relative to the ambient pressure conditions.
Pressure Tech also offers a completely sealed spring chamber to ensure
that the set pressure is not affected by the external conditions. The most
recent sub-sea application is a for leading Oil & Gas services provider on
a project using a hydraulic system operating at 1300m for several weeks
at a time.
Due to the growing demand for subsea regulators Pressure Tech have
invested in a 19.5 litre hyperbaric chamber to simulate external seawater
pressure up to 300 bar whilst pressures up to 1034 bar/15,000psi are
applied to the internals of the regulator. This will enable Pressure Tech to
maintain complete control of not only design and manufacturing, but also
in-house testing to ensure remain a market leader for this application. The
test chamber is also available for other valve companies looking to
perform high pressure external tests on a subcontract basis.

Pressure Tech Limited
The Pressure Tech subsea regulator

Tel: + 44 (0)1457 899307
www.pressure-tech.com

Precision Polymer Engineering’s parent company
IDEX Corporation, acquires FTL Seals Technology
IDEX Corporation announced today the acquisition
of FTL Seals Technology Limited (‘FTL’), a leader in
the design and application of high integrity rotary
seals, specialty bearings, and other custom products
for the oil & gas, mining, power generation, and
marine markets.
Located in Leeds England, FTL has annual revenues of
approximately £15 million. FTL will operate alongside
Precision Polymer Engineering (‘PPE’) and together
these businesses will form the newly-created IDEX
Sealing Solutions Platform.
Commenting on the acquisition, Managing Director
of PPE, Paul Gillyon stated, ‘I am delighted with FTL’s
decision to become part of IDEX. FTL creates value for
their customers by focusing their superior applications
knowledge on the design of highly engineered sealing
and bearing solutions for their customers. Aligning this
with PPE’s tremendous knowledge of elastomer material
science and manufacturing is a winning combination.
Industrial customers around the world with difficult
application problems to solve, will benefit from the
combined experience and expertise of the two companies’.
Steve Smith, Managing Director of FTL commented,
‘being a part of a global company such as IDEX
will enable FTL to move to the next level in serving
customers around the world. Within FTL we already
have unparalleled engineering design expertise and
84
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success in solving the most challenging problems for
our customers. These new business relationships with
PPE and IDEX will allow our team to achieve even more
success particularly in export markets’.
PPE and FTL will continue to operate out of their
Blackburn and Leeds facilities respectively.

Precision Polymer Engineering
Tel: +44 (0) 1254 295400
www.prepol.com
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By BVAA’s Technical
Consultant,
Peter Churm

Hot Spot Parallel Enquiry
prEN 4126-6:2013 Bursting
Disc safety devices
DRAFT prEN ISO 4126-6:2013 Safety devices
for protection against excessive pressure –
Part 6: Application, selection and installation
of bursting disc safety devices (ISO/DIS 41266:2013).
This document is currently submitted to the
CEN/ISO Parallel Enquiry (5 month). This
second edition cancels and replaces the first
edition (ISO 4126-6:2003), which has been
technically revised. It has been prepared by
Technical Committee ISO/TC 185 “Safety devices
for protection against excessive pressure” in
collaboration with Technical Committee CEN/TC
69 “Industrial valves”.
This draft standard gives guidance on the
application, selection and installation of bursting
disc safety devices used to protect pressure
equipment from excessive pressure and/or
excessive vacuum.
•

•

•
•

•
•

Annex A provides a checklist for the
information to be supplied by the purchaser
to the manufacturer.
Annex B guidance on the replacement period
of a bursting disc and annex C guidance on
determining the mass flow rate, for single
phase fluids, of a pressure relief system that
contains a bursting disc safety device
Annex D has been deleted.
Annex E non-mandatory procedure for
establishing the flow resistance of a burst
bursting disc assembly.
Annex F non-mandatory procedure for type
testing of bursting disc safety devices
Annex G typical performance characteristics
for various bursting disc safety device types.

The requirements for the manufacture,
inspection, testing, marking, certification and
packaging of bursting disc safety devices are
given in Part 2 of EN ISO 4126.
Comments should be forwarded to BVAA by
Association members by end of May 2013 for
onward submission to BSI/CEN.

World Leading
Experience in
Flow Control
For more than 50 years, engineers have relied
on Rotork’s capabilities and experience to design
and deliver valve actuation, automation and flow
control solutions in every liquid, powder and gas
handling environment.
Proven in the harshest conditions and critical
applications throughout the world, our innovative
products and services are created with clear-cut
objectives - to deliver safe, reliable and efficient
plant operations, unrestrained by project size
and complexity.
Rotork’s unrivalled manufacturing capacity for
market-leading products is supported by hundreds
of global sales and service outlets, providing
every customer and end-user with a local source
for information, expert advice, maintenance and
life-of-plant support.

Rotork - the single source for valve actuation,
automation and flow control.
www.rotork.com
Redefining Flow Control
SUMMER 2013
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Using Mechanical Interlocks on
Complex Pig Trap Procedures
Sometimes pig traps can involve complex procedures.
Even in these cases, pig trap accidents can be
prevented using mechanical key interlocks. Smith
Flow Control offers some useful solutions.

Section through a soft-seated centred ISORIA butterfly valve
showing the three important sealing points.

Motor operated valves (MOVs) are frequently used
and interlocked as part of the pig trapping procedure
because valves are too large and cumbersome for
manual operations. Sometimes power actuated valves
need to be interlocked with manually operated valves
and the vessel closure; in this case, the key interlock
system verifies the valve’s position (open and/or closed),
independent of any on-board instrument indication.

In the event of a power failure during these procedures,
the integrity of the key sequence is maintained even
if the valve is to be operated manually. This is achieved
by inserting a coded key into the interlock fitted to the
manual override hand-wheel assembly; this engages
the drive mechanism. Other coded keys in the sequence
are only released once the valve has completed its
full stroke.
The range of process applications to which SFC interlocks
can be applied is unlimited and tailored systems can be
designed for specific client process requirements. For
example, the simplest interlock system is linear but,
on occasion, non-linear sequences are necessary to
incorporate the control of complex Nitrogen purging,
pressure equalisation, venting and draining. For this
SFC has designed a Sequence Control Unit (SCU) which
is a mechanical key issuing device located close to the
valve. It differs from the traditional key exchange units
in that, upon inserting a permit key, a selector knob is
rotated to a fixed position before the next key is issued.
In this way, complex sequences can be accommodated,
using the same safety principles.
The final, major part of a pig trap sequence involves
interlocking the vessel door. SFC’s DL3 interlock device
is customised to suit any make or type of enclosure
door and completes the safety interlock solution for the
safe operation of a pig launcher/receiver system. The
DL3 interlock ensures total isolation before the vessel
door can be opened. When the DL3 is incorporated
into vessel access safety procedures, total equipment
and personnel safety is assured.

Coded key (green) allows the vessel closure to be opened

Smith Flow Control
Sequence Control Unit for complex sequences
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Tel: +44 (0)1376 517901
www.smithflowcontrol.com

Modular concepts,
Global support –
One stop service
As part of a global organisation, AUMA offers
a world class manufacturing and supply service
in electric actuation.
As leaders in modular solutions for valve
control, AUMA understands that customers
need ﬂexibility from both their products and
their supplier.
Comprehensive support is provided by AUMA
UK for:
■

AUMA actuators and controls

■

SIPOS variable speed actuators and controls

■

All Siemens legacy electric actuation

Advanced, adaptable
electric actuation

Global expertise in automation

AUMA ACTUATORS Ltd.
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Unique Signalling Unit Indicates
more than Open or Closed
Seeing at a glance whether an
important valve is open or closed
can be crucial. Schubert & Salzer
Control Systems has developed
the 2040 digital position indicator to provide a totally unique
on-site signalling unit. It uses a
coloured light signal, visible from
a distance, to show the open or
closed position of a valve.
Individual coloured signals
The digital position indicator has
4 coloured signals. The open and
closed positions are indicated by
the yellow and green colours. By
a simple press of a button, these
coloured signals can now represent
the end stops. In addition, when
the end stops are reached, the
digital position indicator outputs
this as a switching signal (NPN)
to the contacts on the connector
plug (M12x1-5pin).
Besides open and closed positions,
the position indicator also signals
maintenance information and
issues error messages. Errors are
indicated by default by a red lamp
and a constant signal at the error

message output (NPN). The types
of errors which are signalled are:
• stuck valves, when the lower
and upper end stops are not
reached,
• wear in seals, when the lower
and upper end stops are
exceeded,
• the permissible temperature is
too low or has been exceeded,
• the supply voltage is too low.
After installation or exchange, for
example, the position indicator
uses a white flashing light to
indicate that it has not yet been
configured with the valve.
Maintenance monitor signals
that adjustable values have been
reached
The valve position indicator has an
integral maintenance monitor. This
enables all activities of the position
indicator and, therefore, of the
valve, to be recorded permanently.
The data recorded:
• the hours of operation,
• the valve strokes – therefore
the changes in direction and
• the cumulative path travelled
by the valve (spindle in the
packing).
As a result, maintenance intervals
can be set according to the actual
operating conditions. After set
threshold values are reached, this
“maintenance alert” is signalled with
pulsating light signals and issued
by the error message output. The
maintenance alert is self-cancelling,
but repeats at set intervals if no
maintenance is carried out.
The digital position indicator can
be fitted quite as easily as Schubert
& Salzer Control Systems GmbH’s
digital positioners to linear and
part-turn actuators for pneumatic
valves. They are fitted directly on

Schubert & Salzer
Control Systems

Tel: +44 (0) 1952 46 20 21
www.schubert-salzer-uk.com
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Different coloured signals clearly
indicate, up close or at a distance, the
valve position or maintenance or alert
messages.

to the valve using a standardised
adapter. A sensing pin detects the
stroke or angular position of the
actuator and converts it into an
analogue signal. The sensing pin
and stop are matched to the nominal size and actuator size of the
valve. The electronics evaluate the
analogue signal of the path reading
and generate the correspondingly
coloured light signal or appropriate error messages, as the case may
be. In addition, switching contacts
(NPN) are available for further processing in superimposed systems.
Adaptation is semi-automatic needing just the touch of a button and
this is completed after a few runs up
to the on and off positions.
The setting of all parameters from
the colour selection (RGB colour
scale) to the maintenance values is
done by means of a USB adapter
with the DeviceConfig adjustment
software (from version 7.02.00).
The current software version can
be downloaded free of charge.
Optionally, the digital position indicator is delivered with a Bluetooth communications module so
that the parameterising can be
done wirelessly in places where
access is difficult.

Zoedale Growth Prompts
I.T. and Process Overhaul
Due to rapid growth in 2012 Zoedale, UK
distributors of high quality valves and
actuators, has commenced a project to
completely re vamp their IT and business
management systems.
The business currently uses a combination of
Excel documents, Accountancy and separate
CRM software and are replacing with a single
solution.
Zoedale has chosen a product from global
software organisation SAP which will handle
Sales, Purchasing, Production, Stock Control
& MRP, Warehouse Management and Finance
in one single solution. The product has Crystal
Reports embedded throughout and will enable
the Zoedale Management Team to make timely
business decisions based on live data rather than
trawling through multiple spread sheets.

“Customer service
is a key priority
for Zoedale”
Customer service is a key priority for Zoedale
and the SAP system will allow many processes to
be automated and keep customers updated with
information on order status, account balances
and stock levels.

Zoedale’s specialist SAP
mentor – Tim Guest

Zoedale has recruited official “SAP Mentor” Tim Guest to improve their
business processes and manage the SAP implementation alongside integration
partner Frontline Consultancy (www.frontline-consultancy.co.uk).
Tim Guest has a wealth of experience in distribution and manufacturing
business process and will be heading up the Sales and Marketing teams at
Zoedale to combine technology and process to continue the business growth
through 2013 and beyond.

Zoedale Plc

Tel: 01234 832832
www.zoedale.co.uk
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The art of interpreting
specifications to ensure
correct valve design
At Koso Kent Introl, the
project engineering team
knows that, only if the
full set of data is taken
into consideration, can the
valve’s complete ‘purpose’
be known, and the correct
valve proposed. Through
hard-won experience in the
field, they know that they
cannot simply look at given
data at face value and begin
designing a valve solution
against that. The KKI team
will seek to determine all the
modes of operation that the
client really wants the valve
to operate under; they will
not (as others might) simply
quote against the spec sheet.

KKI’s vector trim

When a control or choke valve is specified, the data
sheet – naturally – is prepared to reflect the running
conditions that the valve will be required to cope
with. If the valve is used on a severe application, it
might have to cope with many varying conditions
including erosive fluids, high trim velocities, high
temperature or high pressure. There might also be
fast acting, anti-surge considerations which also
need valve stability under modulation, unspecified
start-up or abnormal conditions. The data sheet
may well specify a complete range of conditions for
the valve to cope with... in many cases it does not!
Sometimes the service is not clear, being specified
only as ‘Gas to X100’.
It takes experience to interpret these specifications,
to determine complete operational requirements for
the valve, to understand the application and translate
them into a valve solution that is truly fit for purpose.
Failure to do this correctly could easily result in an
incorrect specified valve.
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For instance, for a valve
within a water injection well
specification, normal running
will be shown on the data
sheet (e.g. a drop of 3000psi
to 2500psi). However, the
water injection pump may be
2km from the well. Therefore,
at start up, with an empty line, the pressure drop is
then 3000psi to 0psi. This may only be for a short
time, and it might only ever occur very infrequently.
But if not taken into consideration, this scenario, when
it does occur, could be catastrophic for the valve, if it
is only designed for the running conditions given on
the original data sheet.
Take another example: this time in the power industry,
within a turbine bypass application. If the turbine trips,
steam must be released immediately, opening the
valve in parallel with the turbine. If this doesn’t happen
quickly enough, the safety valves may lift instead.
However, these will often not re-seat without some
maintenance effort which will result in unscheduled
downtime. Since the steam produced by the boiler
feeds other critical processes, the consequential effect
could be extremely costly.
There are many similar such applications which require
a full understanding to specify the valve correctly. In

critical processes and severe service applications, it’s
the potential, extraordinary events with which the KKI
team are concerned, in addition, of course, to those
conditions specified as ‘normal’. They are only too
aware of the implications and consequences of a valve
failure and will not compromise as they prepare their
design. The KKI design and support teams understand
fully such operational challenges and potential
problems for any specific application. Their aim is to
eliminate these through good design. Operational
experience is essential to achieve this.
However the team is also totally aware of the cost
implications of over-specifying a valve solution. For
instance, KKI does not automatically apply strict trim
exit velocity criteria to their designs, as sometimes
happens elsewhere in the industry. Whilst recognising
the importance of trim exit velocity, they are also aware
that there are many other factors which also need to
be taken into account. The KKI approach ensures that
the solution is designed to give the best commercial
solution whilst ensuring the valve will work effectively
under all required conditions.
The team is sometimes called upon by a customer to
solve a particular operational problem with a control
or choke valve. On many occasions in the past four
decades, the team has been asked to help to design
new solutions after original suppliers have failed to
accommodate the full set of scenarios that a valve
might face.

Sometimes conditions change with time and become
more demanding, or a particular valve is incorrectly
specified initially, leading to operational problems insitu. In such circumstances, it may be possible for the
team to design a KKI Vector labyrinth trim to replace
the supplied trim. This solution eliminates the need
for replacing the expensive, long lead-time valve body,
since the fault in most cases lies with incorrect trim
design. This could save at least 40% versus the cost
of replacing the whole valve (or more in the case of
very large valves; less if the valve is less than 6”), and
probably at least halving maintenance downtime. In
such instances, KKI will then guarantee the whole
valve as a single new entity, irrespective of the original
manufacturer.
As the KKI team knows, the key to getting the solution
right relies on building a good understanding not only
with those specifying the valve – but also with those
who will be operating it over many years. Often these
seem to be competing interests, but the KKI team is
proud of its reputation for striking the right balance,
and for delivering a quality, cost effective valve solution
– over the whole life of the project and the valve.

Koso Kent Introl

Tel: +44 (0)1484 710311
www.kentintrol.com

By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm
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Hot Spot 2013 ASME BPVC
ASME BPVC Code will be moving
from a three year cycle to a two year
publication cycle.
2013 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
will be published in July 2013.
The BPVC establishes rules of safety governing the
design, fabrication, maintenance and inspection
of boilers and pressure vessels, power producing
machines (and associated subsystems) and nuclear
power plant components. The objective of the
rules is to provide a margin for deterioration in
service.
With the release of the 2013 ASME BPVC the
Code will be moving from a three year cycle to
a two year cycle.

The change to the two year cycle, made at the
request of industry, will considerably enhance the
ability of certificate holders to comply with the
code, with the elimination of the Addenda and a
reduction in the changes that will be required in
manuals between updates.
The Errata, Interpretations and Code Cases will
continue to be updated regularly, in between
new releases of the Code.
BSI is offering a 5% ‘early Bird’ discount on Preorder copies in either hard copy or PDF before
31 March 2013.
Email orders@bsigroup.com or
Tel: +44 20 8996 7511
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The Top Ten Considerations when
Choosing a Pressure Control Valve
Within the oil and gas industry, reducing overall
production costs is crucial to meeting business
goals that contribute towards the challenges posed
by the sector.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Design
Material
Flow Control
Lead Times
Application
Service & Support
Cost
Sustainability
Maintenance/Replacement
Complete Solution

Design
Valve design features should include high erosion
resistance, noise reduction and seat tightness to class
V as standard.
Other considerations include:
• New Technology
For example new valve development - Typhoon
Technology, which is a patented cyclone concept
that ultimately delivers cleaner production.
• Flexible Face to Face Dimensions
Pressure control valves manufactured on a modular
design can be engineered to fit exact face to face
dimensions of existing pipework. Benefits include no
re-design or modification to pipework or assembly,
minimal downtime and provides assurance that no
‘hot works’ or HSE is required. Valves engineered to
order provide flexibility in both design and process.

Using a variety of shapes and sizes in terms of orifices
in the rotating discs maximises flow control. In turn
this affects the Cv value which has an enormous
impact on process control. Valves that provide a range
of Cv values from as small as 0.01 ensure optimum
flow control is achieved.
Lead Times
Short lead times are one of the most important
considerations. To avoid extended downtime and
potentially gargantuan costs, it is absolutely essential
to ensure the right valve is delivered on time.
Application
Careful consideration must be given to ensure the right
valve is selected for the right application. This will take
into account many factors to include, flow medium,
production output, Cv requirements, pipework and
assembly and external conditions.

Material
Material of the valve must be resistant to the flow
medium. Tungsten Carbide is well known for its
cavitation and erosion resistant properties and discs
and internals made using this material provide the
very best results under severe conditions. A recent
technology breakthrough that has proven highly
effective is inserting discs that have industrial diamond
facings.

Service & Support
Receiving first class service and support is paramount
to any successful project. Standard service and
support should include good lines of communication
from initial enquiry, quotation and documentation
through to reliable delivery, testing, onsite installation
and commissioning (if applicable) and seamless
after sales. A continuous commitment to service and
support should be fuelled by a dynamic and innovative
research and development programme.

Flow Control
Pressure reducing valves are highly instrumental in
maintaining overall process control and reducing
variability. Despite the diverse range of technical
occurrences that can affect the control valve, its role
is often largely overlooked when it comes to process
performance.

Cost
Reducing total cost of ownership is paramount.
This is achieved by choosing a pressure control valve
engineered with quality design features, repairable
internals and easy maintenance. This ensures maximum
production output, lowers life cycle costs and extends
the mean time between failure.
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Sustainability
The oil and gas industry are deemed a linchpin in
contributing towards a greater sustainable global
economy. Therefore, significant consideration must
be given to choosing products and services that
reduce the impact on the environment and that are
developed from integral strategies with agendas on
sustainability.
Maintenance/Replacement
Control valves with superior design features coupled
with reusable and repairable internals enable low
cost, easy maintenance with minimum downtime.
Valves engineered to face to face dimensions ensure
replacement costs are substantially reduced.
Complete Solution
To provide a cost effective, consistent and efficient
service, valve solution packages can provide design
and build of valve and assembly of valve, actuator,
positioner and controls in one complete unit. In

addition services may include on shore and off shore
site survey, post manufacture testing and calibration
and on-site installation and commissioning.
Considering the above factors when choosing a
pressure control valve will maximise output, reduce
costs and ultimately extend the mean time between
failure resulting in a reduction in the total cost of
ownership.

Duxvalves

Tel: 44 (0)116 277 0077
www.duxvalves.co.uk

Marubeni Power Development Australia trusts
Metso’s professional service capabilities for
automation system upgrade
control system will be commissioned
in June-August 2013.

Smithfield Energy Facility in Smithfield, New South Wales, Australia

Marubeni Power Development Australia Pty Ltd. has chosen Metso to
upgrade the automation system at its Smithfield Energy Facility in
Smithfield, New South Wales, Australia. The company chose Metso to
supply the upgrade thanks to Metso’s professional and reliable service
capabilities, long cooperation as well as existing system compatibility and
upgradability. For example, the existing I/O modules can be fully reused.
Operated by Marubeni Australia Power Services Ltd, the 162 MW Smithfield
cogeneration plant produces electricity for the national grid and process steam
for an adjacent cardboard recycling plant. The plant is fueled by natural gas.
Metso supplied the plant’s existing control system in 1996-97. It has now
come to the end of its life cycle and needs to be upgraded. The refurbished

Marubeni Australia Power Services
Ltd. is a subsidiary of Marubeni,
which is involved in the handling of
products and provision of services
in a broad range of sectors. These
areas encompass importing and
exporting, as well as transactions
in the Japanese market, related
to food materials, food products,
textiles, materials, pulp and paper,
chemicals, energy, metals and
mineral resources, transportation
machinery, and offshore trading.
The company’s activities also
extend to power projects and
infrastructure, plants and industrial
machinery, finance, logistics and
information industry, and real estate
development and construction.

Metso

Tel: +44 870 606 1478
www.metso.com
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Parker helps offshore industry
meet pressure demands
Parker Autoclave Engineers’ subsea ball
valves facilitate hydraulic control at
water depths down to 3,800 metres
As offshore oil production platforms move into deeper
waters in their quest for new reserves, the ball valves,
tubes and fittings used for subsea hydraulic control
systems are coming under increasing pressures –
both internally and externally. Manufacturers of
equipment intended for subsea use, such as hydraulic
manifolds, control panels and ‘Christmas trees’, need
to be confident that the performance and integrity
of valves and interconnecting pipe work will not be
compromised in such an environment, where working
(internal) pressures may be as high as 20,000 PSI.
Following its recent acquisition of Autoclave Engineers
– a US-based leader in high pressure technology –
Parker has extended its portfolio of instrumentation
valves and fittings significantly and now offers
components capable of handling ultra high working
pressures up to 150,000 PSI. Now called Parker
Autoclave Engineers, the company also produces
a series of 2-way and 3-way ball valves designed
specifically for subsea applications. Typically used for
isolating or switching the flow of hydraulic control
fluid during in situ testing or reconfiguring of subsea
Christmas trees, the valves incorporate a number of
innovative features for deepwater applications and
have undergone extensive performance verification,
including third-party validation.

Parker’s subsea ball valve in detail

As standard, Parker Autoclave Engineers’ subsea
ball valves are manufactured from cold worked 316
stainless steel. They are also available in a wide
variety of other materials such as 6Mo, Super Duplex
and Inconel 625 – the latter being especially suitable
for equipment located at great depths or in areas
of very high salinity. Parker’s extensive design and
production experience of these types of anti-corrosion
materials, backed by secure and fully traceable
sourcing arrangements with highly reputable mills in
Europe and North America, helps accelerate delivery
of standard and custom-engineered products.
The 2-way valves are available with ball orifice sizes up
to 1 inch, while the 3-way valves offer a choice up to
½ inch, with all models featuring full port flow paths
to minimise pressure drop. Depending on the type and
size of tube fittings specified by the user, the valves
can accommodate a maximum allowable working
pressure (MAWP) as high as 20,000 PSI (1,379 bar).
Nowadays, virtually all subsea instrumentation ball
valve connections in deepwater applications are
made using coned and threaded fittings. Originally
developed by Autoclave Engineers specifically for high
pressure applications, these types of fittings employ
a metal-to-metal seal to ensure a very high integrity,
maintenance-free connection, and are used by the
majority of subsea Christmas tree manufacturers for
interconnecting small bore tubes and valves. As a
result of this heritage, Parker has over 50% share of
this specialist fittings market.

Parker Autoclave Engineers’ subsea ball valves facilitate
hydraulic control at water depths down to 3,800 metres
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Parker Autoclave Engineers’ subsea ball valves are
designed to meet or exceed the rigorous qualification

test requirements of API 6A-PR2, and their structural
integrity and seal capabilities have been confirmed
by customer-commissioned independent third-party
tests. The valves are equipped with PEEK valve seats
in metal retainers, providing excellent resistance to
chemicals, heat and abrasion, and with Buna-N O-rings
rated at 121˚C (250˚F) maximum. Special materials
are optionally available to suit specific process fluids
or operating temperatures. The valve’s low friction
spring energized PTFE stem seal is graphite filled to
maximize cycle life and incorporates double O-rings
to prevent seawater ingress. The ball and stem is
an innovative one-piece, trunnion-mounted design
which eliminates shear failure (a common problem
with two-piece designs), extends seat life and allows
for excellent bi-directional flow service. The stem is
supported by a thrust washer that prevents external
pressure from affecting the ball and seat alignment.
All Parker Autoclave Engineers’ subsea ball valves are
available in versions designed for control by remote
operated vehicles (ROVs). Each valve can be supplied
with an optional ‘subsea bucket’, which provides positive
stops that limit actuator movement to prevent any overtorque being applied to the valve stem by an ROV in the
event of it losing grip of the equipment frame.
First launched in 1998, the valves have proved to be
extremely reliable. In 2000, for example, Autoclave
Engineers supplied 3/8 inch 2-way ball valves for a
deepwater oil exploration project off the coast of
Nigeria, where they are used at depths of more than
1,000 metres; there have been no reported problems
during their 12-year service history. One particularly
rigorous application – where again, the valves have
been in use for about 12 years, but at even greater

depths – involves emergency ballast systems on
ROVs. Here, the valves control the flow of air into
and out of accumulators, used for filling ballast bags
to recover items from depths in excess of 3,000
metres. Aside from the valves’ ability to operate at
these depths, their low torque requirements mean
that the ROV manufacturer is able to use very small
hydraulic actuators, helping to conserve valuable
space. Nowadays, Parker Autoclave Engineers’ subsea
ball valves are used by most of the world’s leading oil
companies and independent operators for deepwater
production projects, including a large number in the
Gulf of Mexico, where recoverable reserves are being
found at increasing depths.
Steve Hanson of Parker Autoclave Engineers points out
that the market for subsea ball valves is substantial,
“Worldwide, up to 800 subsea oil distribution
structures such as Christmas trees are brought into
operation every year. Most of these structures typically
require at least 7 ball valves, so the potential market
is easily in excess of 5,000 units per annum. However,
as production moves into deeper waters, engineers
are beginning to demand pressure components that
offer a choice of fabrication materials to meet specific
operational needs, and are proven to provide reliable,
long-term service. Parker Autoclave Engineers’ subsea
ball valves meet all these requirements, and are set to
gain significant market share.”

Parker Hannifin

Tel: +44 (0) 1271 313131
www.phstock.com

Metso valves reduce emissions and
improve safety at processing plants
Helsinki-2012 was a banner year at the Metso Flow
Laboratory, where a corporate initiative to increase
the numbers of valves certified to the most stringent
environmental emissions standards continues.
In 2012, numerous Neles® metal-seated and
Jamesbury® soft-seated valve products were certified
to meet the requirements of the global ISO15848-1
standard, complying with many standards mandated
in specific regions, including TA-Luft (Germany) and
EPA 40 CFR parts 60/63 (USA).
ISO15848-1 certified valves are regarded as fulfilling
the most stringent emission standards, and meeting
this qualification signifies compliance with many other
emission standards. It is also a mandatory requirement
of the majority of current projects in the oil and gas
industries worldwide.
Metso’s control and on-off valve product series
include ball, butterfly and eccentric rotary plug
valves in pressure classes ASME #150-600. In 2012,
representative products from these series were shown
to meet ISO15848-1 requirements for:

•

Highest temperature class (+400ºC with graphite
packing) for metal seated valves and (+200ºC
with PTFE packing) for soft seated valves

•

Low leakage class (B)

•

Class A (bellows seal tightness) of the Neles D1F
series cryogenic valves with graphite packing

Metso valve products minimize fugitive emissions even
at high operating temperatures, meeting demands
of even the harshest hydrocarbon processing plant
environments. By minimizing fugitive emissions, these
products help improve health and safety for workers,
allowing plants to meet regulatory standards, and reduce
product losses. For further information, please contact:

Metso

Tel: +44 870 606 1478
www.metso.com
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CRANE Showcases its Trusted DEPA®
and ELRO® Brands at 2013 European
Coatings Show
CRANE ChemPharma and Energy
showcased specialized solutions
from its DEPA® and ELRO® brands
for paint and ink, chemical, and
chemical processing applications
at the European Coatings Show
2013 (March 19-21, Exhibition
Center, Nuremberg, Germany).
‘We invest everyday in our products
in order to promote continuous
performance
improvement
so
that we can exceed the growing
demands of our customers,’ said
Sandra Hoffmann, DEPA/ELRO
global business line manager for
CRANE ChemPharma and Energy
Flow Solutions. ‘The European
Coatings Show provides us the
opportunity to meet face-to-face
with this specialized audience and
we look forward to communicating
the benefits of our product
solutions to the industry.’
Newest Addition: DEPA Nopped
S4® Diaphragm
Featuring a flexible “nopped”
surface, which refers to a uniform

Crane products at the European Coatings Show

sequence of small mounds
radiating in a band located medially
within the diaphragm, the DEPA
S4® Diaphragm is a versatile, state
of the art industry solution. Its
enhanced flexibility and durability
to abrasion are a result of not
only this surface design, but also
the use of Santoprene as its core
material, a substance combining
rubber polymer (EPDM) and
polypropylene.
Santoprene®, a
registered trademark of Exxon
Mobil, offers resistance to mild
acids, as well as some solvents
and bases, and contributes to a
long lifetime in cold and warm
environments.
The
resulting
efficiency and reliability of the
S4 Diaphragm saves on energy
and time costs, respectively.
The DEPA S4® Diaphragm is
in compliance with Machinery
Directive 2006/42/EC. It can
operate within a temperature
range of -4° F to 230° F (-20°C to
+110°C), and a maximum 7 bar
operating pressure.
DEPA® Air Operated Diaphragm
Pumps
The DEPA® Air Operated Diaphragm Pumps are designed to
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meet all kinds of requirements in
chemical, pharmaceutical, coatings, paint, sanitary, food and
many other applied fluid applications. Featuring cast metal,
stainless steel, non-metallic and
PTFE body materials, these pumps
provides reliability, efficiency, and
transfer control for liquid and
sheer sensitive materials. The
pumps can handle viscous and,
abrasive products, often in aggressive conditions and the most demanding applications. Developed
as a flexible and modular design,
this product covers all product
ranges and pump sizes, reducing
both the spare parts holding, as
well as the number of individual
parts used per pump. Crane is the
only AOD pumps manufacturer
worldwide that offers pumps for
applications in potentially hazardous and explosive environments,
being ATEX certified in zone 0
(Group II 1 G).
DEPA® AirSave System
The
DEPA
AirSave
System
improves energy efficiency and
service life of the pump. The
system operates with virtually no
leakage at a low start up pressure;

Air operated diaphragm pump

Crane’s products are generating increased demand

provides lower costs of operation, high service, and
ease of maintenance. The DEPA AirSave System is
available for a broad range of applications in DEPA
pump sizes.

can transfer all kinds of abrasive, viscose and shear
sensitive media and are also suitable for potentially
hazardous environments. As installed or portable units,
ELRO pumps provide easy operation and servicing,
using one wear item only.

ELRO® Peristaltic Pumps
ELRO® peristaltic pumps for mobile and industrial
applications have been viewed as indispensable
in the positive displacement pumps market,
serving industries such as the chemical, building,
environmental and power industries. These pumps

Crane Energy

Tel: 01633 486 666
www.cranechempharma.com

By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm

TECHNICAL

HOT SPOT

Hot Spot 2013 BSI 5 year review of standards
BS 759-1 1984 - Valves, gauges and other safety
fittings for application to boilers and to piping
installations for and in connection with boilers Specification for valves, mountings and fittings
BS 1873 1975 - Specification for steel globe and
globe stop and check valves (flanged and buttwelding ends) for the petroleum, petrochemical and
allied industries
BS 3463 1975 - Specification for observation and
gauge glasses for pressure vessels

The British standards listed above are current and
now subjected to BSI 5 yearly review of standards,
they have already been confirmed during previous
reviews. In the absence of any response the
default position, to propose the standard for reconfirmation, will be taken.
BSI requires comments by end of April 2013.
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Nearly 50 years ago, BVAA published the very best

Valve & Actuator Users’ Manual...

“We are VERY
impressed with the
new User Manual.
The quality
and content is
excellent!”
I.M., Smith
Flow Control

“The User
Manual looks great,
BVAA obviously put
a huge amount of
effort into it.”
T.S., Rotork
Controls

... 50 years later, we still do!

Contact BVAA and order the latest 6th Edition today!
£49.50+p&p, £34.50+p&p for BVAA Members
British Valve & Actuator Association
9 Manor Park, Banbury, Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Tel: 01295 221270 Fax: 01295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
www.bvaa.org.uk/usermanual.asp
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Fax Back
+44 1295 268965

ORDER FORM

VALVE & ACTUATOR USERS’ MANUAL
Email Address
Contact Name:
Company Name:
Address:

Contact No:
Email:

Number of copies required:
Payment Method (please tick) Cheque (enc)

Credit Card

Name on Card:
Total Amount:
Card No:
Expiry Date:

Maestro Issue No:

Signature:

3 Digit Security Code:

Card Type:

(Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Visa Electron/Solo/JCB)
Sorry, Amex not accepted

Receipt required?

Yes

No

British Valve and Actuator Association Limited • 9 Manor Park • Banbury • Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Telephone:+44 (0)1295 221270 Fax: +44 (0)1295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk www.bvaa.org.uk
SUMMER 2013
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Contact BVAA Members at www.bvaa.org.uk/member_list.asp

Blackhall

®

valvologists

a Wärtsilä company

JOHNSON
valves

a Wärtsilä company

®

DENHOLM VALVECARE LIMITED

D
Dereve Valves

‘The Voice
of the
British
Valve
Industry’

3 rd party SIL 3

Functional safety
Product certifications
Because compliance matters

Our diverse range of SIL3 capable products such as direct-acting solenoid and pilot
operated poppet valves, pilot operated spool valves, and a number of pilot operated
and direct-acting solenoid hydraulic valves for use in ballast control systems provides
designers of pneumatic and hydraulic actuation system easy compliance with the risk
reduction requirements of the IEC 61508 & 61511 technical safety standards.

www.xylemflowcontrol.com

Certified by and in
association with
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